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Aims and Scope
The purpose of this journal is to provide an open forum to publish high quality research papers in the areas of
informatics and related fields to promote the exchange of research ideas, experiences and results.
Informatics is the systematic study of Information and the application of research methods to study Information
systems and services. It deals primarily with human aspects of information, such as its qu ality and value as a
resource. Informatics also referred to as Information science, studies t he structure, algorithms, behavior, and
interactions of natural and a rtificial systems that store, process, access and communicate information. It also
develops its own conceptual and theoretical foundations and utilizes foundations developed in other fields. The
advent of computers, its ubiquity and ease to use has led to th e study of info rmatics that has computational,
cognitive and social aspects, including study of the social impact of information technologies.
The characteristic of informatics' context is amalgamation of technologies. For creating an informatics product,
it is necessary to integrate many technologies, such as mathematics, linguistics, engineering and other emerging
new fields.
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Abstract - Vection is an illusion that gives the feeling of mo-

tion in the absence of bodily movement. This phenomenon
may occur with the presentation of a screen displaying patterns with optical flows. In an immersive environment that
uses a head mounted display (HMD), including virtual reality
(VR) systems, vection is frequently induced. In recent years,
many trials have been conducted in which scents are displayed with VR systems. We aimed to investigate the effects
of scents on vection perception. In the current experiments,
the subjects were seated in front of an olfactory display while
wearing an HMD and were presented with moving images to
induce vection, under several conditions: scent presentation,
sound presentation, and presentation of no additional stimuli.
We found that scent stimuli do not affect the perception of
vection. However, there were many positive correlations between perceived vection strength and perceived scent strength,
especially in the lavender condition. It seems that there is
some relation between the lavender scent and vection.

Keywords: vection, sense of smell, scent, sense of sight,
HMD, olfactory display

1

INTRODUCTION

Vection is the visually induced illusion of self-motion [1],
which may be felt when viewing a screen that is displaying
patterns with optical flows. It is known that vection is induced
not only by visual stimulation but also by auditory and
somatosensory stimulation. Sakamot et al. [2] have reported
that sound images of movement from front to back or from
back to front induce linear self-motion perception and that the
self-motion direction is influenced by the direction of the
motion of auditory stimuli. This shows that auditory
information also has a great influence on self-motion. Vection
is also caused by somatosensory sensation. Murata et al. [3]
performed experiments in which participants wore eye masks
and were presented with white noise through a pair of
earphones. A horse riding machine was used to produce
bodily movement in the participant. Almost all of the
participants in this condition felt the sense of forward motion
on presentation of a constant stream of air to their front. As
with the sense of vision and hearing, sense of smell can detect
the object without touching it [4], so it is thought that
olfactory stimulation may cause a sense of self-motion.
However, research on olfactory vection has not been
conducted.

It is known that auditory stimuli and cutaneous sensory
stimuli promote vection perception by presenting them with
visual stimuli. Riecke et al. [5] have reported that concurrently rotating auditory cues that match visual landmarks (e.g.,
a fountain sound) facilitated visually induced circular vection
and presence. Seno et al. [6] have reported that consistent air
flow to subjects’ faces facilitated forward vection. The sense
of smell is not as accurate as visual and auditory senses, but
it can be a cue to estimate the distance to the object. Although
it might be possible to promote vection perception, the effects
of olfactory stimuli on visual vection have not been investigated at all.
In recent years, sense presentation technology in VR has
been developed and using five senses in VR is much easier.
Because of these developments in VR technology, senses
other than visual and auditory senses can be and should be
more used and investigated in science too. In fact, it was suggested in various articles that the importance of multimodal
research is also increasing [7]. Many trials have been conducted in which scents are displayed in conjunction with
movies or games using VR systems. For example, VAQSO,
a device that adds a scent to the VR experience, is planned to
be released for 2019 [8]. Because this device is compatible
with any HMD, the contents using scent will increase. In an
immersive environment, such as a VR game using an HMD,
vection is frequently induced. However, few studies have investigated the relationship between vection and olfactory
stimulation. Vection is closely related to VR sickness. Investigating the relationship between vection and olfactory stimulation, can enhance our understanding of vection and may
become a clue to solving the VR sickness problem.
The aim of this research was to investigate the effects of
scents on vection perception. We investigated whether olfactory stimuli affect vection perception and whether the effects
are emphasizing or destructive. Furthermore, we researched
whether the effect on vection perception changes depending
on the type of scent. In this experiment, the subjects were
seated in front of an olfactory display while wearing an HMD
and were presented with two types of moving images, i.e.,
expansive and contractive optical flow, respectively under the
conditions of with and without scents. During the moving image presentation, we measured the latency and duration of
vection. After finishing the stimuli presentation, the subjects
evaluated the strength of the vection that they experienced using subjective values. We examined the relationship between
vection and olfactory stimuli using the results of this experiment.
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METHODOLOGY
Olfactory Display

We used the Fragrance Jet 2 olfactory display (Fig. 1). This
display uses the techniques of an ink-jet printer in order to
produce a jet, which is broken into droplets by a small hole in
the ink tank. Bubbles are formed in the ink by instantaneous
heating, and ink is ejected by the pressure of bubbles. The
display can set up one ejection head. This head can store three
small tanks and one large tank; thus, this display can contain
a maximum of four kinds of scents. There are 127 minute
holes in the head that is connected to the small tank and 256
minute holes in the head that is connected to the large tank.
Because the display can emit scent from multiple holes at the
same time, the ejection quantity can be set at 0 to 127 (in the
small tank) or 0 to 256 (in the large tank). We denote the average ejection quantity at one time from each hole as “the unit
average ejection quantity (UAEQ)”, and the number of minute holes that are emitting at one time as “the number of
simultaneous ejections (NSE)”. The unit average ejection
quantity from the one minute hole in the small tank is 4.7
picoliters (pl) and that from the one minute hole in the large
tank is 7.3 pl. The reproducibility of these values was confirmed without depending on the residual quantity of ink on
examination. Because the emission occurs 150 times per unit
time (100 milliseconds), the ejection quantity (EQ) in the case
of the small tank that we used in this experiment was calculated as follows.
EQ (pl) = 4.7 (pl)(UAEQ) × (from 0 to 127)(NSE) × 150
(times)
The ejection amount per unit time depends only on the NSE.
In this experiment, we refer to NSE as the ejection level.
Additionally, the display is equipped with a fan and 9
phases of wind velocity control in the range of 0.8 m/sec-1.8
m/sec.

2.2

Scent Stimuli

Two kinds of scents were used in this experiment: lavender
(oil of lavender) and banana (iso-amyl acetate). We used lavender because it is said to affect the movement of the body
[9], and is thought to have some influence on vection. Banana
scent has not been reported to have any special effects the
movement of the body. Therefore we used it for comparison.
The scents were diluted to 5% with ethanol and water, and the
component ratios of each perfume are shown in Table 1. In
order to determine the ejection level at which the subjects
could sense the scent, we measured the detection threshold,
which is the minimum detectable concentration of scent. This
method is based on the two-point comparison method that
was proposed by the Japan Association of Odor Environment.
The initial ejection level was set to 5. If the subject correctly
identified the scent twice at the initial level, we reduced the
level by 2 according to the descent method and ended the
measurement when the subject could not identify the scent.

Figure 1: Olfactory Display: Fragrance Jet 2
Table 1: Scent stimuli
Scents
Lavender
Scent (%)
5
Component
Ethanol (%)
65
ratios
Water (%)
30

Banana
5
75
20

Table 2: Result of olfactory detection threshold measurement
Lavender
Banana
Avg.
2.67
3.67
SD.
1.97
2.07
Max.
5
7
Min.
1
1
When the subject was not able to correctly identify the scent
at the initial level, we adopted the rising method and increased the level by 3. The measurement was considered to
be complete when the subject (between the age of 20 and 30
years, male) correctly identified the scent twice. Based on this
result, the ejection level to be used in the following experiment was determined. Table 2 shows the measurement values
of 6 participants.

2.3

Vection Stimuli

To induce vection, two kinds of moving images were used.
The expansion stimulus was used to induce a feeling of forward movement which is frequently experienced in everyday
life and VR games. The contraction stimulus was used to induce a feeling of backward movement. In the case of the expansion stimulus, when a dot reached the edge of the screen
and disappeared, a continuous stimulus presentation could be
obtained by rearranging the dot from the center of the plane.
In the case of the contraction stimulus, a dot was repositioned
from the edge of the plane when it reached the center of the
plane and disappeared. In each stimulus, a total of 2400 dots
are displayed on the screen. The size of the dot on the screen
was changed to be physically constant according to the distance change simulation. Because the dots do not have a density gradient and do not give a static depth cue, the depth cues
were only provided by motion. The speed of each dot was
about 3.7 degrees per second at the viewing angle. Figure 2
shows a still image of the vection-inducing visual stimulus.
Arrows indicate movement of points. The visual stimuli were
presented using Oculus Rift DK2. The viewing angle was set
at 110 degrees in the diagonal direction and 90 degrees in the
horizontal direction and the motion stimuli that induced vection was displayed almost over the entire screen.
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Expansion

Contraction

Figure 2: Still image of vection stimulus

2.4

Sound Stimuli

As a control condition, sound stimuli using a pure tone at
the frequency of 440 Hz and amplitude of 0.1 was presented
in order to investigate the influence of olfactory stimuli on
vection more clearly. For the sound presentation, a set of
sealed dynamic headphones (SE-MJ 522, Pioneer) was used,
and the playback volume was set to the sound that would normally be heard through a speaker.

2.5

Experimental Conditions

All experiments were carried out while the subject was
seated on a chair with their jaw positioned on a chin rest. The
subjects wore HMDs and headphones throughout the experiments. The distance from the ejection exit of the head of the
olfactory display to the nose was fixed at 225 mm. The olfactory display was set up with the presentation port facing diagonally upward and the height of the jaws was adjusted by
each subject so that the wind from the display hit their face
firmly. Figure 3 shows the actual experimental conditions.
The wind speed was set to level 9, which is the maximum
setting (on a scale of 1 to 9). The measured wind speed under
these conditions was approximately 1.8 m/sec. During the experiment, a fan was constantly in operation even when no
scents were being emitted. Thus, the risk of a change in perception due to the presence or absence of the wind was eliminated.

2.6

Qualification of Subjects

Prior to performing the olfactory experiment, we conducted
a test to confirm that the subjects had a general olfactory
sense. In this test, we used odor panel analysis to qualify five
standard odor solutions and tested whether each odor could
be identified. The standard odor for panel selection was prepared based on the T & T Olfactory-meter, and it is used in
national examinations to determine olfactory measurement
operator [10]. Using odor solutions at the concentration determined by the Ministry of the Environment, the test was
conducted according to the 5-2 method. Only subjects who
passed the test were taken as subjects.
It is suggested that approximately 1 person in 20 people
does not feel vection (vection blind). Therefore, subjects were
screened before the experiment was conducted. We

Figure 3: The experimental condition
asked subjects to observe expansive and contractive moving
images. Subjects were then asked to evaluate the vection they
felt. In cases where subjects answered that they did not feel
vection (intensity 0) in more than half of these tests, they were
excluded from the experiment.

3

EXPERIMENT
1:
PRESENTATION
METHOD OF OLFACTORY STIMULI

It is necessary to examine the ejection method so that the
subjects can continue to feel the scent without adaptation for
70 seconds including 30 seconds before the presentation of
the vection stimuli. Therefore, a preliminary experiment was
conducted with reference to a previous study [11].

3.1

Experimental Method

Two kinds of scents were used in this experiment: lavender
and banana. Four times the average value obtained in the
above detection threshold measurement experiment was set
as a reference value 1, and 8 times the average value was set
as a reference value 2.
Table 3 shows the respective ejection levels. As shown in
Fig. 4, scent ejection with duration of 0.3 seconds and an interval of 1.3 seconds was repeated for 70 seconds.
After the stimuli presentation, subjects evaluated how they
felt the continuity of scent ejection at the four stages in Table
4 and how they felt the intensity change for 70 seconds at five
stages in Table 5. We determined a presentation condition
that was suitable for this experiment; the selection of the condition was based on obtaining an average value of 2 or more,
regarding the continuity, and at a level where no subjects selected 0 regarding the strength.
Measurements were made with a 1-minute break every 70
seconds and the presentation was repeated 4 times for each of
the 2 scents. Taking the order effect into consideration, we
determined the first and second scents randomly and adjusted
them, so each order was presented approximately an equal
number of times. Between the presentations of each scent,
there was a five-minute break. Because of the nature of the
experiment, it was assumed that the subjects could easily feel
the scents. Therefore, prior to the first measurement, we confirmed verbally whether each subject could feel the ejection
of scents twice. Next, we conducted the experiment with 5
subjects (between 20 and 25 years of age, male) using the reference value 1, and with 5 subjects
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Lavender
Banana

Reference
value 2
21
29

0.3 sec

0 0.3 1.6

Strength

Ejection levels

1.3 sec

Table 6: Evaluation values for the continuity and the
strength of the scent stimuli
Reference value 1
Reference value 2
Lavender Banana Lavender Banana
Continuity

Table 3: Ejection levels
Detection
Reference
threshold
value 1
2.67
11
3.67
15

3.2

4.8

6.4

8.0

Figure 4: Scent ejection pattern

9.6
Time (sec)

0
1
2
3
4

(between 20 and 30 years of age, male) using the reference
value 2.

3.2

Experimental Results

Table 6 shows the average evaluation values, the standard
deviation, and the minimum values in the case of reference
values 1 and 2 for each scent. Because the average value of
each cell is 2 or more, it can be said that the subjects are able
to smell the scents without adaptation for 70 seconds with an
ejection duration of 0.3 seconds and an ejection interval of
1.3 seconds. However, with reference value 1, the minimum
value of the continuity of lavender scent and banana scent was
0. And with reference value 2, the minimum value of the continuity and intensity of lavender scent was 0. The results of
this experiment revealed that some of the subjects could not
sense the scent for 70 seconds.
When we interviewed the subjects who rated the continuity
as 0, they made the following comments: "The ejection
amount with the reference value 1 was too small to feel it”,
and “The ejection amount with reference value 2 was so large
that my nose paralyzed". Thus, we asked three subjects (between 20 and 25 years of age, male) to rate the scent

2.10

2.00

2.30

2.75

SD.

0.76

0.52

1.31

0.46

Min.

0

0

0

1

Avg.

2.55

2.06

2.20

2.80

SD.

1.16

1.31

1.85

1.04

Min.

1

0

0

1

0
1

Table 4: Four-stage evaluation for continuity
I did not feel the scent from midway during
0
the exposure period
1
I felt it fragmentally
2
I felt it every breath
3
I felt it continuously
Table 5: Five-stage evaluation for the strength
I did not feel the scent from midway during the exposure period
I felt that the concentration gradually decreased
I felt that the concentration got increased or decreased
I felt that the concentration gradually increased
I felt no change in the concentration and felt the
scent uniformly

Avg.

2
3
4
5

Avg.
SD.

Table 7: Six-level odor intensity indication
Odorless
A faint smell that you can hardly perceive
(Equivalent to detection threshold)
Weak smell you can recognize
(Equivalent to cognitive threshold)
Easily perceptible smell
Strong smell
Intense smell
Table 8: Scent intensity
Reference value 1
Reference value 2
Lavender
Banana
Lavender
Banana
2.42
1.92
2..83
2.58
0.79
1.44
0.93
1.08

intensity with both reference values, using the six-level odor
intensity indication method [12] (Table 7) consisting of odorless (0) to intense odor (5). This technique was devised in the
field of odor control in Japan.
Table 8 shows the average and standard deviation of the
evaluation values. Because the values are between 2 and 3,
respectively, except for the banana scent reference value 1,
we set the reference value 2 as the ejection level in this experiment so that the subject surely feels it in the experiment.

4

EXPERIMENT 2: EXAMINATION OF
THE EFFECTS OF SCENT ON VECTION

In experiment 1, we confirmed the olfactory stimuli presentation method, which enables the subjects to continue to perceive scent without adaption for 70 seconds. Using this
method, we investigated the influence of scent on vection perception in experiment 2. The subjects wore an HMD and were
presented with a moving image that induced vection under
scent or sound presentation condition or movie only condition,
and evaluated its strength.

4.1

Experimental Method

The vection stimuli presentation time was set to 40 seconds.
The scent and sound stimuli started 30 seconds

International Journal of Informatics Society, VOL.11, NO.2 (2019) 65-73

None
Sound
Lavender
Banana

×
Expansion
Contraction
0

30

70
Report 1

Time (sec)
Report 2

Figure 5: Flow of presenting stimuli
before the presentation of the vection stimuli and continued
to be presented for 70 seconds. The flow of one trial is shown
in Fig. 5. During the period in which the moving stimuli were
presented, the subjects were asked to report the duration of
time for which they were experiencing vection (Report1).
This was reported by pressing the left button of the mouse. At
this time, the time required for the first button press was recorded as the latency of vection. The total time during which
the button was pressed in the 40 second period was recorded
as the duration of vection. After the stimuli presentation was
completed, the subjects were asked to report the strength of
the vection by rating 0 when they did not feel vection, and
100 when they felt vection very strongly (Report 2). Acquisition of these three variables has been repeatedly used in previous vection experiments (e.g. Seno et al., 2013 [13]). Furthermore, in cases where an olfactory stimulus was presented,
subjects were also asked to report the subjective intensity
value of the scent by selecting from the six-level odor intensity indicator that is displayed in Table 8 after the stimuli
presentation was completed (Report2). Under each condition,
the flow of one trial, as shown in Fig. 5, was repeated 4 times,
with a 1-minute break between each trial. The experiment
consisted of 8 conditions, and each condition was carried out
as one block with 4 consecutive trials.
The order of 8 block experiments was randomized for each
subject. A 5-minute break was set between the blocks.

4.2

Experimental Results

The results under expansion stimuli conditions are shown
in Fig. 6 and that under contraction stimuli conditions are
shown in Fig. 7. The subjective vection strength in each condition was compared. It is known that when vection is strong,
the latency is short, the vection duration is long, and the magnitude is large.
In the expansion stimuli condition, the order of the duration
of latency was as follows, from the shortest to the longest:
sound, lavender, none and banana. The order of the duration
of vection was as follows, from the longest to the shortest:
sound, none, lavender and banana. The order of the magnitude of vection was as follows, from the largest to the smallest: lavender, sound, banana and none. Therefore, it can be
said that the sound condition had the largest effect on the time
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of vection as perceived by subjects and the lavender condition
had the largest effect on the magnitude of vection. A nonparametric test, using the Friedman method, showed a significant
difference only in the latency (P < 0.01). Therefore, when
multiple comparisons were performed using the Bonferroni
method, the results showed no significant difference (P >
0.05). Therefore, there is almost no statistical difference.
In the contraction stimuli condition, the order of the duration of latency was as follows, from the shortest to the longest: lavender, none, banana and sound. The order of the duration of vection was as follows, from the longest to the shortest: lavender, none, banana and sound. The order of the magnitude of vection was as follows, from the largest to the smallest: lavender, sound, banana and none. Therefore, it can be
said that vection was perceived most strongly by subjects in
the lavender condition. In addition, the sound stimulation that
tended to promote vection perception in the expansion stimuli
was the weakest vection promoter in the contraction stimuli
condition. Similar to the case of the expansion stimuli, we examined a nonparametric test using the Friedman method, and
the results showed that there was no significant difference in
the responses to any of the three variables (P > 0.05). However, when the significance level was set at 10%, there was a
tendency towards a difference in the latency (P < 0.10) and
magnitude (P < 0.10), respectively. Therefore, there is no statistical difference. However, the results indicate that the lavender stimuli tended to promote the perception of vection.
We next examined for a change of scent intensity. The result of Experiment 1 is used as a condition without HMD. In
addition, the same operation as in Experiment 1 was conducted with three subjects (early 20s, male) presenting a gray
scale image of Fig. 8 wearing HMD, and using the results of
this as a condition without vection. The results of strength of
scent under each visual stimuli condition are shown in Fig. 9.
For each scent, a nonparametric test between visual stimuli
was performed using the Kruskal-Wallis method. As a result,
a significant difference was found in the main effect of visual
stimulation in lavender condition (P <0.001), but a significant
difference was not found in banana condition. Therefore,
when multiple comparisons were performed using the Bonferroni method in lavender condition, significant differences
were observed between without HMD and the expansion condition (P<0.05), between without HMD and the contraction
condition (P<0.01), between without vection and contraction
condition (P<0.05), respectively. Consequently, it was found
that vection stimuli with HMD reduced the olfactory strength
in lavender scent.
In two presenting scent conditions, we performed a correlation analysis by Pearson’s product moment correlation using
SPSS by pooling the expansion and contraction conditions.
Correlation analysis using SPSS can perform an uncorrelated
test at the same time. It examines whether there is a relationship between the two variables. The strength of relevance is
judged by the correlation coefficient. The results are shown
in Table 9. In the table, R value represents the correlation coefficient of Pearson and P value represents
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Figure 6: Expansion stimuli results

Figure 7: Contraction stimuli results
Table 9: Correlation between vection perception and scent
perception
Scent Value Latency
Duration Magnitude

1

Contraction

0.5

*P < 0.05
**P < 0.01
Figure 9: Strength of scent under each stimuli condition
0

Lavender

Banana

Contraction

Strength of scent

Expansion

0.001**

0.000***

0.001**

R

-0.256

0.212

0.313

P

0.009**

0.031*

0.001**

R

0.484

0.422

0.442

P

0.000***

0.002**

0.001**

R

-0.237

0.195

0.210

P

0.091

0.167

0.137

R

-0.238

0.352

0.265

P

0.089

0.010**

0.057

Banana

Without vection

2
1.5

P

Lavender

Without HMD

2.5

0.308

Banana

*

0.346

Lavender

3

*

-0.326

Banana

3.5

**

Expansion

4

Lavender

Expansion &
Contraction

Figure 8: Gray scale image

R

R

-0.287

0.272

0.540

P

0.039*

0.051

0.000***
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the significance probability. In Table 9, *** is added to those
that are significant at the 0.1% level, ** is added to those that
are significant at the 1% level, and * is added to those that are
significant at the 5% level. Furthermore, they are shown in
bold. Significant differences are seen in all items by pooling
the expansion and contraction conditions. Since the absolute
values of the R values are about 0.2 to 0.3, it can be judged
that the strength of the correlation is low. Then, we found that
three vection indices were correlated with the perceived
strength of lavender and banana scents. We also performed
correlation analysis for expansion condition and contraction
conditions individually and respectively. These results are
also shown in Table 9. In the expansion condition, a correlation was found mainly in lavender condition but not seen in
banana condition from significance probability. The R values
in the item where a significant difference was observed are
about 0.4, so it can be judged that the strength of the correlation is low. On the contrary, in the contraction condition, a
correlation was mainly observed in banana condition rather
than in lavender condition. When looking at the absolute values of R values in the item where a significant difference was
observed, they are about 0.3 for the duration under lavender
condition and about 0.2 for the latency under banana condition, so it can be judged that the strength of the correlation is
low. In the magnitude under the banana condition, the highest
correlation is found to be 0.5 R value. Thus, we could say that
there was an interaction between the direction of vection and
the types of scent.

5

CONSIDERATION

We examined whether olfactory stimuli affect the perception of vection by presenting subjects with visual stimuli
while also presenting scents, using an olfactory display. No
significant effect of scent presentation was observed in three
variables, representing vection intensity. However, it was
suggested that there were some effects of lavender scent on
vection perception. The visual stimulus has a strong influence
on the sense of smell in cases where the color of the liquid
affects the scent identification [14] and in cases where the
photos suitable for scent improve the intensity evaluation [15].
Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, the influence of visual
stimuli on the sense of self-movement is large. The reason
why there was no effect of scent on vection perception is possibly because olfactory stimuli were not sensed as consciously as vision and auditory stimuli. Olfactory information
is not processed as much as visual and auditory information
is, even if it does become consciously sensed. We believe that
the visual stimuli were too strong for the scents to be consciously sensed. On the other hand, it was also found that vection stimuli reduced the intensity of lavender scent.
Moreover, we could find many positive correlations between perceived vection strength and perceived scent strength,
especially in lavender scent. This is consistent with the result
that discrimination function will be higher than normal when
the HMD is worn and when vection stimuli are presented, as
indicated by the research by Toju and Bannai [16]. However,
this result is inconsistent with the result that the scent intensity is weakened under the condition that the vection stimuli
presented. One of the reasons for this discrepancy is that the
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direction of attention is different in the case of evaluation only
of scent (without HMD) and in evaluation of scent while evaluating a vection (HMD & vection available). In this experiment, it was not clear whether the scent is felt strongly when
vection intensity is strong, or vection is felt strongly when
scent intensity is strong. However, since there was little difference between the vection strength in the presence or absence of scent, we can assume that strong perception of scent
will not always result in strong vection perception. If this assumption is correct, it suggests a causal relationship between
strong perception of vection and perception of a strong scent.
However, this is also inconsistent with the result that the scent
intensity is weakened under the condition that the vection
stimuli presented. With stronger olfactory or weaker vection
stimuli, a more detailed investigation is necessary for this part.
In any case, from the above, it was suggested that the effects
on vection perception differ depending on the type of scent.
It seems that there is some relation between lavender scent
and self-motion feeling induced by the vection. Lavender essential oil has a sedative effect and is believed to have an inhibitory effect on the central nervous system and the autonomic nervous system [17]. In addition, it has been reported
that the fall rate of elderly people who smelled lavender scent
for one year decreased [9]. These studies indicate that the
scent of lavender has some effect on the human body. It is
necessary that more detailed investigation using different
scents be undertaken.
Sound stimuli are not considered to affect vection perception and though no significant difference was observed, a
change was observed for each vection stimulus.

6

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We investigate the effects of scents on vection perception
by presenting subjects with visual stimuli while also presenting them with scents using an olfactory display. The findings
were as follows:
(1) Using a scent ejection time of 0.3 seconds and an ejection interval of 1.3 seconds, it is possible to present a
subject with the scent at a level of about 8 times the
detection threshold for 70 seconds without adaptation.
(2) There was no significant difference between the perceived vection in the presence or absence of scent
presentation in the three variables representing vection
intensity. However, in the contraction stimuli, there
was a tendency towards a difference.
(3) Many positive correlations were observed between
perceived vection strength and perceived scent
strength, especially in lavender scent. Even though it
was not clear whether vection affected smell perception or smell perception modified vection strength,
these two perceptions were positively correlated.
(4) From the findings that were presented in (2) and (3), it
we can conclude that there is a relationship between
interaction with vection and the type of scent. Lavender scent may promote vection perception.
In the future, the effect of scent stimuli on vection perception should be further examined. We plan to conduct
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experiments using weaker vection stimuli or stronger scent
stimuli than what was used in the current study. Furthermore,
we will investigate the effects of vection stimulation on scent
perception, and we would like to clarify the causal relationship between vection perception and scent perception. We are
also interested in exploring the transition of consciousness
between visual, auditory, and olfactory senses and the mutual
influences between these senses.
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Abstract – To keep good mental health of employees is one
of the prioritized issues in corporate management recently. It
increases the number of potential clients, and the number of
existing medical doctors and counselors is not enough.
Hence the growing need for self-care. Previously, a self-care
course for mental health using virtual reality (VR) based on
the SAT method of counseling and therapy techniques has
been developed. In this study, we propose a web-based selfguided mental healthcare course (WEB course) that can be
practiced by a smartphone to improve usability for continuous use. It enables a user to repeat the course easier. The
user is expected to acquire a self-care skill to cope with daily stresses so that he/she can gradually stabilize emotional
arousal by oneself and improve stress tolerance eventually.
In order to examine the stress reduction effect of the WEB
course, we conducted an experiment to compare between
one-time use of the WEB course, continuous use during 14
days, and a breath relaxation method as a baseline. We confirmed anxiety was reduced in the continuous use of the
WEB course, and discussed the merits and demerits of the
course.

Keywords: Self-guided mental healthcare, Healthcare
course, SAT counseling method.

1

INTRODUCTION

Research of online courses on mental healthcare has
become active, as the importance of keeping good mental
health has been widely recognized. The stress check system
to keep employees’ good mental health in companies has
even been legislated recently in Japan. This resulted in
sudden increase of the number of potential clients for
medical counseling most of whom are not in sick, whereas
the number of industrial physicians specialized in
psychology who usually carry out counseling does not
increase. Thus, it is in high demand to provide the means to
take care of their mental health by themselves.
A self-guided mental healthcare course [1][2] based on the
SAT (Structured Association Technique) method [3], which

adopted virtual reality (VR) was proposed as one of such
means. The course enables the user to carry out the selfguided therapy process by wearing a VR Head Mounted
Display (HMD). It obtained good stress relief evaluation.
However, wearing a dedicated HMD is likely to put a
burden on employees. Assuming the actual use in a
company, they are required to move to a common space of
the office where the HMD is installed when they carry out
the course. Further, the number of users to use it
simultaneously is limited. Removing these obstacles is
desirable.
Further, from the viewpoint of the effect of therapy, such
usability shall be also taken into consideration in terms of
easiness of repeated course practice. In a SAT counserling
session, a client prctices the imagery work to stimulate the
intuitive association and inspiration by images, with
guidance of the therapist. The client is asked of watching the
images used in the session as homework when he/she feels
stress until the next session. Eventually, the stress tolerance
of the client is increased through such session and
homework [4][5].
The self-guided course with VR (VR course) showed the
possibility for a user to practice a therapy process for
oneselft and get effect to reduce dailiy stresses.
In this research, we have developed a new web-based selfguided mental healthcare course (WEB course) that can be
practiced by a popular device, a smartphone, using the same
structure with the VR course, to improve the usability. It
enables a user to repeat the course easier and acquire a selfcare skill to cope with daily stresses so that the user can
gradually stabilize the emotion for oneself and improve
stress tolerance eventually. In order to examine the stress
reduction effect of the WEB course, we conducted an evaluation experiment to compare the effect by one-time use of
the WEB course and continuous use during 14 days with a
breath relaxation method.

ISSN1883-4566 © 2019 - Informatics Society and the authors. All rights reserved.
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RELATED WORK

In recent years, researches have been conducted to apply
psychotherapy to digital contents and use them with mobile
devices as a complementary tool for treatment and counseling, or a training tool. Researches on one of major psychotherapy, Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) have especially progressed[6]-[8], and there are many commercially
available mobile applications [9]. In the CBT session, the
counselor modifies the negative cognitive distortion of the
client through dialogue with the client to encourage positive
thinking and behavioral change. After the session, clients
are given a homework called the diary or column method in
which they write their daily thoughts, and the counselor analyzes them in the next session for use in therapy. The CBT
application is mainly digital content of this homework part
and does not cover the entire CBT process. Therefore, it is
hard for users to realize effect of stress reduction or stress
problem solving in one-time use. While it may be an effective auxiliary tool for professional support, in case of using
as a self-guided tool, users are required to be fully aware of
the program and to maintain a high level of motivation to
continue using it.
The Cognitive Bias Modification (CBM) approach has attracted attention as a counseling technique, mainly in Europe and the United States, and is being used extensively in
research and psychology [10]. Cognitive bias refers to the
assumption that people with high levels of anxiety or depression are more likely to negatively interpret vague information that can be interpreted positively or negatively.
CBM-supported smartphone applications include Mood
Mint, a training tool to reduce anxiety and depression [11].
In the Mood Mint, a screen displays a smile and three negative faces, all four of which are scored by immediately tapping the smile. Repeated implementation may increase the
speed of response to positive images and reduce the focus
on events with negative cognition. However, one-time use
of Mood Mint is not intended to reduce stress or solve problems, so the user will continue to train repeatedly without
knowing the stress-reducing effect. As with CBT applications, users themselves are required to maintain motivation.
Mood Mint uses a system to provide point incentives for the
token economy [12] as a method to encourage its use.
Mindfulness stress reduction using meditation (MBSR)
and mindfulness cognitive therapy (MBCT) are also increasingly used in research and psychological clinics in Europe
and the United States [13][14], and are widespread in Japan
[15]. In the United States, changes in brain function were
measured after 8 weeks of meditation, confirming the effectiveness of meditation [16]. MBSR refers to the "state of
focus here," which is conducted in groups and individuals in
combination with sedative meditation, walking meditation,
and breathing techniques. Research and development on
digital content of meditation has been advanced [17], and
"Headspace" [18] is available in the smartphone application.
In this application, courses are provided for each purpose,
such as anxiety and depression, and the user performs 10 to
30 10-minute sessions per course in accordance with voice
guidance. However, because some of the functions of therapy are implemented, and the main objective is to guide med-

itation, a single practice is not implemented with a sense of
the effectiveness of stress reduction or problem solving.
Thus, as with CBT and CBM applications, users themselves
need to maintain high motivation. Some studies have found
that meditation poses a risk of increasing discomfort and
pain [19], and some aspects of the study aim require careful
handling as a self-care tool.
This study aims to realize a self-care tool that assumes the
use of a large number of employees with varying degrees of
motivation to self-care. This program is to provide self-care
measure when experiencing stress, to realize the effectiveness of stress reduction and problem-solving, and to realize
a tool that can be used continuously to solve stress problems
on a daily basis.

3 SELF-GUIDED WEB-BASED MENTAL
HEALTHCARE COURSE
3.1

SAT Method

SAT counseling method is a structured and interview form
counseling method proposed by Munakata. The SAT method has a wide effective range such as a mental disorder
(such as Depression, bipolar disorder, obsessive compulsive
disorder, personality disorder, schizophrenia, etc.) and various stress diseases. Unlike other conventional counseling
methods focusing on the psychological aspects, the SAT
method puts an importance on physicality, and approaches
mental problems from the bodily symptoms. Therefore, instead of working thought by linguistic stimulus, use visual
stimulus from the presented image. It is possible to grasp
unconscious true feelings and an essential desire in a short
time because it can functionalize an association and a flash
and intuition well.

3.2

SAT Imagery Therapy

When a person who wants to have counselling recalls a
stress scene, it is perceived as physical discomfort (such as
Stomach shrinks, nervous, sweating hands, chest tightening).
The SAT Imagery Therapy using light image is a technique
to change the discomfort to a good feeling and reduce the
stress by watching the light image selected and perceived as
a pleasant stimulus [4].
The SAT Imagery Therapy using smile face image is a

Figure 1: The list of images in printed form used in SAT
method

.
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technique for transforming the image for self to a good one
by replacing the primitive land-scape (for example scenery
that many yell at around childhood) in the interpersonal relationship of the consultant with the image of smile face symbolizing pleasure. In psychology research, it is generally
known that influence on self-esteem of a person is influenced by how the child care attitude of a child career is positive or negative. By allowing the person to select an image
of smile face with a sense of good feeling and recalling the
image of a scene that makes a sense of security and providing a feeling of security, person perceives a sense that is
safely protected, enhances self-esteem and encourages stress
reduction.

3.3
od

The course
category
Assessment
Part
Solution
Part
Learning
Part

Content of self-guided
course
To know mental conditions and characteristics.
To carry out a therapy
process to reduce
stress.
To learn the methodology of the SAT
method and understand the course.

In the assessment part, we conducted a mental characteristic check
test (Table 2) using the SAT four psychological scale with the aim
of measuring the mental condition and characteristics of the user
and clarifying the changes before and after the use of the system.

Content

State-trait anxiety
inventory (STAI)
(Spilberger 1970,
Japanese version Mizuguchi et al,
1982) [20]
Self-rating depression (SDS)
(Zung 1965, Japanese
version – Fukuda et al
1973) [21][22]
Self-repression behavioral trait
(Munakata, 1996)
[23]

Difficulty in recognizing emotions
(Munakata, 2001)
[24]

Course Composition

Assessment Part

Corresponded contents of the
SAT method
The SAT psychological scale
used for health coaching by a
SAT therapist
The SAT imagery work using
light image and smile face
image
Psycho education conducted by
a SAT therapist.

Table 2: Mental characteristic check test
Scale

In the SAT method, first, a client is requested to answer
psychological scales, and then gets to imagery therapy, and
again answers the scales to check the effect of the therapy.
During a session, a counselor conducts psychoeducation to
deepen client’s understanding of therapy if necessary (Table
1). According to this procedure, the composition of the self guided course was designed as follows; (1) knowing their
own mental condition (Assessment Part), (2) stress reduction (Solution Part), (3) knowledge and training to improve
mental resistance (Learning Part). In the learning part, based
on the analysis of the data obtained in the assessment part
and the solution part, learning contents suitable for individual stress characteristics are provided. In this study, the assessment part and the solution part are developed prior to
the learning part and the stress relief effect of image therapy
in the solution part are investigated.

3.3.2

Table 1: Self-guided course and SAT method content comparison

Self-Guided Course based on SAT Meth-

SAT counseling method does not need a client to tell
his/her traumatic episodes or secrets and uses visual stimulation by images of light and positive face representation instead of nuanced linguistic expressions. Also, it is well
structured which can be practiced in relatively short time in
5 to 10 minutes. But, in the conventional SAT Imagery
Therapy, the expert evokes client's association through hearing, counseling or presenting thumbnails on paper media
without images (Fig. 1). In some cases, the image is not sufficiently evoked by merely looking at the image on the paper medium, and the counselor has a supplementary voice
call or encourages eyes to close to arouse the image while
seeing the reactions such as the words and expression.
Therefore, counselors play an important role in their progress. In this research, we created a course as a technique
that can make self-progression even without counselor guidance support by converting SAT method to digital content
and using a smartphone.

3.3.1
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3.3.3

The tendency to become
anxious, not state anxiety
that varies over time, but a
vague degree of anxiety
that reflects an individual’s
past experience.
The depressive symptoms
in mood, appetite, and
sleep.

The behavioral characteristics that suppress one’s
own feelings and thoughts.

The tendency to avoid
feeling of one’s own feelings, either subjectively or
involuntarily. Higher
scores tend to accumulate
stress and become chronic
with physical symptoms
even if they are not aware
of them.

Total score range
(SAT criterion)
20-80(20-31
lower/3234mid/3541higher/42-80
much higher)
20-80(20-35
non/36-48 lower/49-68 higher,
69-80 painful)
0-20(0-6 lower/7-10 average/11-14 slightly higher/1520higher)
0-20(0-5lower/68higher/9-20
much higher)

Solution Part

The solution part presents the set questions in order and is
proceeded by the process that the user answers to reduce the
stress. In the first half (Table 3), first, the user is asked to
remember one of stress scenes in accordance with the question and make aware of how much stress it is. Next, by
comparing the stress to color and form and making imagination as if the stress image compared by color and form are
approaching the user oneself, the user is encouraged to perceive the physical discomfort. Furthermore, by specifying
body part and type of the perceived physical discomfort,
user is prompted to focus consciousness on the discomfort in
the body. And then, by expressing the stress level caused by
the discomfort as a numerical value (%), the user recognizes
more clearly that the discomfort is occurred while feeling
the stress.
In the second half, the course steps based on the process
of SAT Imagery therapy using light image and smile face
image (Table 4) are proceeded to decrease the stress level%,
in short, relieve the discomfort and reduce the stress.
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Table 3: First half of solution part
Order

Question

1

Please remind me again what you are concerned about
now

2

What is it like? Please choose (Choose from 34 sources
of stress such as your future, family health etc.)

3

How much is that degree? Please choose (Choose from 3
stages "not so" to "very much")

4

Does that stress comparable to color? (Choose from red,
brown, black, gray, purple, navy blue, light blue)

5

If you compare the stress to the shape? (Square, rugosum,
muddy, fluffy, pointed, flat, selected from spheres)

6

Close your eyes, thinking about where this thing comes
and imagining this image, where do you feel strangeness
in your body?

7

How is that strangeness? (Choose from throbbing, cold,
heavy, dull, sore, tight, numb, stretch)

8

What is the stress level of current discomfort? (answer
from 0%~100%)

Table 4: Second half of solution part
Order

Question

1

The part that feels that discomfort is healed by which
color light is being protected?

2

Please choose a comfortable face that came into your
eyes. Do you have anyone who smiled easily?

3

Looking at that face, what percentage of stress is the same
as before? (Answer from 0%~100%)

4

What kind of character are you going to be when you see
these people?

5

If such a personality, in the situation of stress, how can
you handle it? It's okay with what you came up with intuition.

6

What do you think is the result if you do that?

7

Who is the most interested of those who have chosen?

8

What message will you give me?

9

How will you feel?

10

How did you feel about the stress that first came up when
you were watching all the faces of these people?

11

How has the degree of stress changed? (Choose from 3
stages "not so" to "very much")

3.4

Implementation of WEB course

The WEB course using smartphones was developed in accordance with the composition of the digitized SAT
method. It is constructed as a web site that can be realized
with multiple platforms so as to flexibly respond to users'
usage situations. Therefore, it can be accessed by using PC,
smartphone, etc. In this research, we will describe contents
assuming use on smartphones.
In the VR course, the immersive feeling image fits the
SAT imagery therapy and can be as one of factors to bring
effect on the stress reduction. However, such effect is not

Figure 2 VR screen to view a light image

Figure 3 VR screen to select smile fece images

Figure 4 Smartphone screen to
view a light image

Figure 5 Smartphone screen to
select smile face images

expected with the small flat display of the smartphone. In
particular, it is assumed that the surface expressivity of the
screen in the scenery of viewing light image is very different
between the 360-degree screen of the VR (Fig. 2) and the
small flat screen of the smartphone (Fig. 4), which will affect the stress reduction effect. On the other hand, from the
viewpoint of operability, swiping and tapping operation on
smartphone is easier and more familiar than moving the
head to manipulate the cursor on the VR screen. In the setting of the scenery of selecting a facial image, VR requires
moving the head from many facial images displayed on the
front of the eye (Fig. 3), but users can easily select with the
fingertips on the smartphone screen (Fig. 5). In the SAT
therapy process, it is desirable to intuitively perform selection operation in a short time rather than carefully selecting
using long time. By using a smartphone, relatively complicated operations such as button selection, cancellation, page
advancement and return can be performed more intuitively
and quickly.
When a user logs in using the ID and password on the login page, a start page is displayed. The user selects ether the
button of the Assessment part or the Solution part.
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The mental characteristic check test is displayed in the assessment part.
When the user selects the button of the solution part, the
page shown in Fig. 6. In this screen, the user is requested to
recall the stress scene (Table 3, Question 1), and select from
the list of prepared stress sources (such as things of own
future, family health etc.) the one closer to the problem of
the stress scene (Table 3, Question 3). Then choose from 3
options for the degree of stress. In the scene where stress is
compared to color and shape (Table 3, Question 4), make a
selection from the image list. Returning to the chat screen,
while recognizing the color and shape of the selected color,
perceiving physical discomfort and specifying the part and
type (Table 3, Questions 6, 7) (Fig. 7). Finally, answer by
entering% of stress received by physical sense of discomfort.
Subsequently, questions are presented according to the latter half of the solution part (Table 4). The user is asked to
select light images (Table 4, Question 1) from the light image list (golden, green, peach, orange, blue, white, cream,
yellow color, provided based on the light image of SAT
method), and then select smile faces from the smile face list
(Table 4, Question 2). These selected images are displayed
(Fig. 8). After that, select a representative from the selected
smile face images and deepen the feeling of being protected
by imagining speaking. Finally, it asked the user to answer
how stress level against stress source confirmed in the first
half has changed, and it ends.

Table 3. Question 1,2

Figure 6: The Stress source list screen

Figure 7: Identifying
physical discomfort

Figure 8: Selecting light
image and face images
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Tap the screen
to start the timer

Figure 9: Breathing exercise
practice guide screen

4

Figure 10: 5 minutes timer
screen

EXPERIMENT

In this research, the evaluation experiment was carried out
with the approval of the ethics review committee in Faculty
of Library Information and Media Science, University of
Tsukuba (Notification No. 29-109)
In order to examine the stress reduction effect of one-time
use and continuous use of WEB course and the difference of
the effect, an evaluation experiment to have the subject continue to use this course for 14 days and to compare it with
the breath relaxation method.

4.1

Breath Relaxation Method

We prepared a course to carry out the breath relaxation
method as a control group.
The breath relaxation method is a training method aiming
at improving the function of the mind and the body by
breathing. It is introduced in the data of the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology in Japan
[25] etc. as a relaxation method to consciously control
breathing. It has been also reported that it is a technique that
can be instructed safely and effectively in clinical practice
[26]. Even a busy worker can do with a little time hanging
on a chair and does not need special physical strength.
This method intends to increase the mobility of the diaphragm, and the respiratory movement that emphasizes the
process of expiration is performed at a speed of 3-4 times
per minute with the eyes closed and sitting on the chair [27]
[28]. First, take about 4 seconds, breath in through your nose
and inflate your abdomen. Next, after 1-2 seconds between
switching from inhalation to exhalation, pull out the lower
abdomen while drawing slowly and slowly for about 8 seconds. In this experiment, according to this method, the subjects in the control group were asked to perform this method.
We created a website (BREATH course) to guide the experiment subject's breathing practice. This has a screen (Fig.
9) for presenting the implementation method and a timer
screen (Fig. 10) for displaying the execution time.
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Table 5: Stress characteristic check scores

Course

Day 1-Before
Average ± SD

Day 1-After
Average ± SD

Day 14
Average ± SD

N

ChiSquare

df

Asymp.
Sig. *2

WEB

42.95±9.23

41.85±11.03

36.88±9.52

15

6.621

2

0.037*

BREATH

37.68±6.57

33.84±6.91

33.67±8.51

18

11.514

2

0.03*

p-Value *1

0.080

-

-

-

-

-

-

WEB

32.48±13.04

33.05±11.26

29.50±7.67

15

2.621

2

0.270

BREATH

31.16±7.37

30.37±4.97

27.83±6.44

18

2.303

2

0.316

p-Value *1

0.964

-

-

-

-

-

-

WEB

10.00±2.67

9.85±3.30

8.75±2.08

15

1.750

2

0.417

BREATH

9.79±3.33

10.21±3.88

9.22±3.74

18

3.085

2

0.214

p-Value *1

0.743

-

-

-

-

-

-

WEB

9.24±2.74

9.40±3.32

8.00±2.63

15

2.327

2

0.312

BREATH

8.63±4.19

9.26±5.30

8.94±4.28

18

0.818

2

0.664

p-Value *1

0.548

-

-

-

-

-

Scale
STAI

SDS

Self-repression
behavioral trait
Difficulty in
recognizing
emotions

*1 Man-Whitney's U test, *:p<0.05

*2 Friedman Test *: p<0.05

Table 6. Post hoc analysisa in Stress characteristic check scores changes

Course
WEB

Measured point in time
Day 1-Before to Day 1 After

Z
-1.549b

Day 1-Before to Day 14

0.030*

b

0.027*

-2.927

b

0.009*

-1.987

b

0.141

-2.624

Day 1-Before to Day 1 After
Day 1-Before to Day 14

Day 1-After to Day 14
-0.332
a.Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test *: p<0.05
b. Based on positive ranks.
b

4.2

Procedure

33 college students and 7 office workers were selected as
participants and randomly assigned to two groups, the WEB
course group (N=21) and the BREATH course group
(N=19). On Day1, the subjects were given the guidance on
either the SAT method course or the breath relaxation method course. Before actually using the course, they took the
mental characteristic check test. After using the course, they
took the same test again.
After Day 2, participants were asked to take the assigned
course once a day, which was also reminded by an email.
They were again asked to take the same check test after Day
14.

4.3

Measurement

Stress was evaluated using the stress characteristic check
test (Table 2). Four psychological measures (State-Trait
Anxiety Inventory, Self-rating Depression Scale, Self-

0.363

b

-2.592

Day 1-After to Day 14
BREATH

Bonferroni adjusted p-Value

1.000

repression behavioral trait, Difficulty in recognizing emotions) used in the usual SAT method were used.
With regard to the obtained data, the difference of stress
before using the courses between two groups was tested by
Man-Whittney's U test at 5% significance level. In addition,
the difference of stress before using each course was tested
by Friedman Test at 5% significance level and post hoc
analysis by Wilcoxon 's signed rank test with a Bonferroni
adjustment applied at 5% significance level. IBM SPSS
Statics Ver. 25 was used for the statistical analysis of this
study.

5

RESULT

First, we performed Man-Whitney's U test to determine
whether there were differences in stress status before the
course between the two groups in the WEB course group
and the BREATH course group (Table 5). No significant
difference was found in any of the scale scores.
Then, Friedman test was performed on the four psychological scale scores of both groups to analyze whether changes
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Figure 11: The changes in 4 psychological measures

in the scores affected the frequency of use (Table 5). It was
found that there was a significant difference in the STAI
score change of each group (WEB course: χ2(2) = 6.621, p =
0.037, BREATH course: χ2(2) = 11.514, p = 0.03). Subsequently, Wilcoxon's signed-rank test with Bonferroni adjustment for the difference in the STAI scores between two
measured points confirmed the significant difference in the
reduction of Day 14 score to Day1-Before score of the WEB
course (Z=-2.592, p=0.030) and in the reduction of Day 14
score to Day1-After score of the WEB course (Z=-2.624,
p=0.027). Also, a significant difference was found in the
reduction of Day 1-After score to Day 1-Before score of the
BREATH course (Z=-2.927, p=0.009) (Table 6). The
changes are graphically presented in Fig. 11.

6

DISCUSSION

First, it was confirmed that there was no significant difference between the BREATH course group and the WEB
course group in the four scale scores before the course was

implemented, indicating that the groups were not with different stress characteristics.
The STAI score of both groups show a gradual decrease
for 14 days (Fig. 11(a)). The STAI score of the WEB course
group is within “much higher” level when the score before
the course on Day 1 is compared with the SAT evaluation
criteria (Table 2), suggesting that the group is much anxious
and sensitive to stress. The STAI score of the BREATH
course group is in “high” level and is also anxious. Comparing with the difference between before and after the course
on Day 1, the STAI score of both groups decreased, but a
significant difference was observed only in the BREATH
course. On the other hand, after continuous use during 14
days, the STAI score in the WEB course group decreased to
“high” level indicating a significant reduction in anxiety.
All SDS scores before the course on Day 1 of both groups
fell within “non” level, indicating no depression. However,
in both groups, the SDS score was further reduced by Day
14. The SAT method interprets anxiety as a barometer of
stress, with persistent high STAI scores increasing stress,
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depression, and elevated SDS scores [3]. Both groups have
high STAI scores but do not yet increase SDS scores, indicating that stress may not accumulate.
Comparing with STAI and SDS scores which indicate the
presence or absence of stress and are relatively variable,
Self-repression behavioral trait score and Difficulty in recognizing emotions score are harder to be changed than STAI
and SDS as representations of the personality traits that produce stress. In the clinical setting of the SAT method, improvement of these indicators is one of the objectives of
reducing stress, solving problems, and increasing stress tolerance. For Self-repression behavioral trait score before the
course on Day 1, both groups are in “average” level, and the
tendency to suppress their opinions and feelings is moderate
and not at the level of special attention. On the other hand,
both scores on Difficulty in recognizing emotions tend to be
quite high and not to feel their own feelings. High levels of
stress are said to be more likely to be manifested by physical
illness, not mental illness. In both groups, Self-repression
behavioral trait score and Difficulty in recognizing emotions
score decreased at 14 days on average, but no significant
difference was found, and no improvement was seen as the
criteria changed.
The breath relaxation method itself has traditionally been
shown to be effective in calming the autonomic nerves, relaxing the nerves, and reducing anxiety and depression
[26][29]. However, the use of the BREATH course developed in this study showed a reduction in anxiety with onetime use, but no significant difference was found in the effect after continued use. Because breath function itself cannot be complemented with digital contents, the BREATH
course remains in a guidance of the breath relaxation method. The first use in this study was enthusiastically tackled
because the participants gathered together and started using
it simultaneously. However, since the second and subsequent use, the significant effect could not be confirmed because the motivation could not be maintained by themselves.
In addition, the breath relaxation method does not include
cognitive changes, awareness of their own issues, and problem-solving processes, such as those used in the WEB
course. Indeed, in the VR course, significant differences
have been observed not only in anxiety and depression, but
also in the stress personality traits, such as Self-repression
behavioral trait score and Difficulty in recognizing emotions
score in our latest study. Because the breath relaxation
method does not include a process that promotes cognitive
alteration, it is not expected to produce such changes.
Although the continuous use of WEB course demonstrated
its effect in anxiety reduction, the one-time use did not. It is
one of the differences from VR course, and it might come
from the smaller screen size of a smart phone. However, just
because of its screen size, WEB course could be more acceptable in daily life. Thus one usage scenario could be using VR course to gain the sense and feeling of its effect,
followed by continuous use of WEB course. It is possible
that combinational use of this type brings higher effect.
Because repetitive use is needed in WEB course, to maintain the motivation of use is one of the challenges. A good
aspect to this goal is that the WEB has better usability than
the VR, which makes it easier for continual use. More im-

portant factor to be motivated is that the user realizes the
stress reduction in every use and expects to get better if used
continually. Showing the changes in the psychological or
physiological scales such as heart rate before and after the
use of the course may help, even when the effect cannot be
experienced by the user. For the other users who are not
motivated to use the course from the beginning, it may need
a mechanism to actively encourage their use. Prompting by
a chat bot rather than simply waiting for their launch is an
option. We will deepen our research from a multifaceted
perspective regarding motivation in the future.

7

CONCLUSION

We developed a self-guided mental healthcare course
based on the SAT counseling method aiming at long-term
and continuously available self-guided mental healthcare
tool, using a simplicity of smartphone and intuitive operation of web-based self mental healthcare course.
In this research, we conducted an experiment to have the
subjects continue to use the course over 14 days and examined the stress reduction effect of one-time use and continuous use.
As a result, although stress-relieving effect in one-time
use was not seen, there was a possibility of anxiety and
stress reduction effect by continued use for 14 days. It is
suggested that it may be effective in improving mental
health by continuously using this system. On the other hand,
no significant improvement in the stress characteristics to be
cause stress has been confirmed, which will be a future research subject.
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Abstract - In recent years, IoT which connect things to everything has become more widespread. Many practical systems are actually in operation, and are of great use in our lives.
On the other hand, many information security incidents are
reported, and the demands for countermeasures against them
have been further increased. While the measures against malicious third parties have been mainstream until now, there
has been an increasing demand for data falsification detection
and blocking by operators and parties. Therefore, we focused
on blockchains used in virtual currency as data tampering prevention technology. By applying the blockchain to the IoT
system, we built an IoT system with a tamper-proof function
for sensor data. Specifically, an IoT Gateway, which had been
directly implemented in hardware, was realized with a smart
contract, and devices which enable to use the blockchain efficiently were implemented in the configuration module. The
blockchain with the tamper-proof function has a penalty of
data propagation time, so we evaluated the data propagation
performance in the implemented system and examined practical application examples of this system.
Keywords: blockchain, smart contract, IoT, tamper-proof

1

INTRODUCTION

IoT (Internet of Things) realized by connecting things to
things and people are put to practical use, and create new
value and bring great economic opportunities [1]. In this paper, we propose an IoT system with a powerful tamper-proof
function by using a smart contract of a blockchain specialized
for IoT. The evaluation results show that the developed prototype system is effective as an IoT system for logging system
of IoT data. In this chapter, the outline of the proposed system
and the situation of the logging IoT system are explained. In
Chapter 2, we introduce conventional research that applies
IoT, blockchains, and blockchain to IoT. In Chapter 3, we
describe the issues, configurations, functions and usage examples to be solved in the IoT system using the smart contract
of a blockchain. In Chapter 4, we explain the evaluation environment of the system implemented as a prototype and
shows the results of the evaluation. Finally, in Chapter 5, we
describe the conclusions of this survey, analysis, development, and evaluation.

1.1

Outline of the Proposed System

The IoT technology has already been used in factories and
industrial products, and the merits of use for agriculture have
also been reported.
When IoT devices collect more data for various purposes,
those data will become more important. Then, since information security attacks targeting those data are beginning to
occur, demands for information security solution are increasing. There are three major elements of information security,
confidentiality, integrity, and availability. The general IT (Information Technology) system which is already put into practice has a function for protecting these software elements, but
in IoT devices these countermeasures are delayed. Many
damages are caused by an attack by a third party whose identity is unknown. One of the technology to prevent data tampering is blockchains that support virtual currency. The
blockchain treats transaction information as a decentralized
managed ledger and has a mechanism that cannot change the
transaction using encryption technology in a fixed mining cycle. Therefore, anyone can view the transaction information
but no one can tamper with it.
We expected that the demand to prevent IoT data tampering will increase in the future, and examined and developed
an IoT system using blockchains. Since this system directly
handles IoT data acquired from sensors as blockchain transaction information, it can take advantage of the blockchain
tampering prevention feature as it is. And we implemented
the IoT gateway using a smart contract, which is a function to
process blockchain transaction information.
Latency time is one of the important performances in IoT
systems. The IoT system with low latency time has a wide
range of use. However, low latency systems may increase
costs and power consumption. Since blockchains have mining cycles, there is a penalty in latency time. Therefore, in this
research, we aimed to make it possible to use in various usages by shortening the latency time as much as possible.

1.2

Outline of the IoT System

As devices for personal use, a fitness tracker or wearable
device acquires information on activity and exercise from our
body and transmits the information as data. As devices for
home use, there are smart home devices that control air conditioning and monitor electricity usage, and the like. There
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are also smart security devices that are useful for home security. In the retail environment, proper stock managements and
self-checkout functions are realized with IoT. In addition, in
offices, security and energy managements have been implemented to improve the efficiency of the operation of buildings
and raised the productivity of employees. Advance sale analysis, usage-based design, and condition-based maintenance
are effective for vehicles. By using IoT devices for industry,
safety and productivity can be improved. Utilization in cities
is used for resource managements, environmental monitoring,
smart meters and adaptive traffic managements, and it is desired in cities to put autonomous vehicles into practical use
by using smart IoT devices [2].
And, in the IoT system, the latency time is an important
requirement for measuring its performance. However, in order to shorten the latency time, a lot of resources are required.
Therefore, it is necessary to set the latency time according to
the application.
The information obtained by the IoT devices has often been
affecting the interests of operators and users. Typical examples are log information of public transportations, cars, equipment, and healthcare products, and the like.
(1) Traffic probe data
Traffic probe data obtained from taxis and buses is one
specific example of log information. These data are used as a
congestion degree and snow removal information each time
by statistically analyzing them collectively after a lapse of
time. When this information concerns someone's interests,
the importance of the data increases and accuracy is required. When the data amount is large, statistically it is possible to eliminate erroneous information including noise and
alteration. However, since the number of sampled probe data
acquired in rustic areas is small, filtering is difficult. For that
reason, prevention of tampering is an important requirement
for that information.
In the case of traffic probe data, it can be used for real-time
navigation and warning systems for drivers when information
can be acquired or processed with low latency time. Even
when the probe data cannot be processed with a low latency
time, it is possible to analyze road conditions by season and
time zone by batch processing.
(2) Log of vehicle and machine
Working log of a vehicle, driver's driving log, machine
working log, and an operator's operation log can be used for
various purposes. The authenticity of the data is also important for this information.
In the case of log information of cars, drivers and machines,
if information can be acquired and processed with low latency,
it will be possible to construct a warning system and accident
avoidance system for drivers. In addition, if the latency time
is in minutes, it can be used for machine failure prediction
and doze prediction. Even with even larger latency times, if
any accident happens in future automated driving, it can be
used to analyze the cause of the accident and clarify the location of responsibility.
(3) Measuring equipment and inspecting apparatus
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As for the information on the measuring equipment and the
inspecting apparatus, not only the measurement information
and the inspection information of the object but also the accompanying information such as the identification information of the measurer and the measuring time are important.
For example, in order to determine the shipment of products,
their measurement information may be used. In many cases,
the product shipping yield depends on that measurement information. The determination of the shipment by a specific
measurer or measured value may affect the final product shipment number and profit. Prevention of tampering with that
information is also important. If a third party tamper with that
information, it will cause confusion in product shipment. In
addition, producers who stick to the number of deliveries may
alter the measurement data and give priority to securing their
profits.
In the case of information on measuring instruments and
testing equipment, information on low latency time, especially in shipping determination, is important, because it affects throughput. In addition, when investigating the influence of yield and production number, low latency time is unnecessary, because it only refers to past measurement information as batch processing.
(4) Sensor information on healthcare
Sensor information on healthcare may change the amount
of insurance subscribed to by that party. Tampering with the
sensor owner may possibly change the insurance premium or
the amount of insurance.
In the sensor information of healthcare, if sensor information can be handled with low latency time, it can be used
for abnormality detection and notification of vital data. Also,
in the case of latency time in minutes, it may be used for abnormal announcement of vital data. In the case where the latency time is long, it is possible to diagnose the health condition of the parties by batch processing.
In the current IoT devices, the operator or the user often
has administrative authority. In the case where these operator
and user have to take some responsibility and compensation,
if they have an administrator authority for tampering data, the
authenticity of acquired data may be suspected.
For these measures, human measures, technical measures
and physical measures can be considered. Human measures
include moral education of information security and operation management education. Technical measures include encryption with multiple keys, obfuscation, signatures,
timestamps and log management at multiple sites. Physical
measures include entry and exit managements and locking
managements are typical. These countermeasures are timeconsuming and require a lot of large-scale measures, so it is a
difficulty to incur development and operation costs.

2

PREVIOUS RESEARCH AND TASK

In this chapter, we will introduce IoT technology, blockchain technology, and previous research applying blockchains to IoT.
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IoT

Different types of IoT modules are made according to their
purposes and conditions. The sensor type IoT module communicates the sensor data with the cloud server via the Internet using some communication method. In the actuator type
IoT module, control from the cloud server reaches the actuator via the Internet or proprietary communication.
As an index of the performance of the IoT module, there
are a latency time and a data transmission band. These indicators are selected depending on the purpose, with a balance
between cost and performance.
Figure 1 (a) shows the simplest connection between the IoT
module and the server. In this example, the controller to
which the sensor is connected is able to access directly to the
server via the network. The controller sends the data of the
sensor to the transmission line, the server which received the
data records it in the storage, and the data in the storage becomes the reference data of the Web Application.
When the communication on the sensor module side has
the purpose of power consumption reduction and security
consideration, a protocol conversion module called a Gateway may be interposed in the communication line. Figure 1
(b) shows the IoT system via the Gateway. The controller
connected to the sensor passes the data to the Gateway once,
and the Gateway sends the data to the server via the Internet.
The IoT module connected to the Internet may be hacked
by a malicious third party via the Internet. The most vulnerable points are wireless and Internet communication lines. In
Fig 1 (c), in order to encrypt a communication line, a system
using SSL or HTTPS of MQTT(Message Queuing Telemetry
Transport) is shown. In this figure, MQTT Publisher is placed
on the sensor side, the gateway is set as MQTT Broker, and
the server is set as MQTT Subscriber.
Now that many types of IoT modules have been put into
practical use, there are many IoT modules that are operated
as they are at shipment due to a misconfiguration of these devices. In 2016, MIRAI Botnet scans these default passwords
for devices connected to the Internet, performs DDoS attacks
using the compromised devices, and caused enormous damage. There are many variants of that MIRAI now.
Many IoT modules are vulnerable to various types of security threats. As a reason, there are many cases where the user
is not near the IoT module, and since they are not supervised
for a long time, in many cases it is not noticed that the user is
under attack for a long time. In the case of wireless communication, eavesdropping is extremely easy.
In addition, components of the IoT module often have low
performances in terms of their power consumption limitations
and computing power. There seem to be some IoT modules
on the market, commercialized without implementing sufficient security functions due to demands for low cost and a
short deadline.
A powerful encryption algorithm is necessary as a technical measure against the information security threat of the
IoT module. To that end, it is necessary to have a powerful
processor capability that can calculate cryptographic algorithms in real-time [3].
As already mentioned, we need measures to prevent tampering by malicious third parties and parties in its operation.

Figure 1: Various IoT System configuration diagrams
As a method for preventing tampering, there is a method of
taking an electronic signature and a method of taking an electronic signature by a timestamp server. In either case, since
the administrator has all privilege, it is possible to perform
operations related to tampering at any time. Therefore, there
is a need for multiplexing data with a third party so that tampering history can be detected later. Figure 1 (d) shows the
configuration diagram of the MQTT, the timestamp server,
and the system multiplexing data with a third party. In the
case of this configuration, it is assumed that the system after
Subscribe of MQTT is multiplexed, and the third party’s
server is managed under a different administrator. When there
is tampering on the original administrator side, it causes a difference from the multiplexed data, and the tampering can be
detected. However, the configuration described the above
makes the system complicated, and it is difficult to put into
practical use in terms of labor and cost.

2.2

Blockchain

A blockchain is a system capable of tracing all transaction
histories by a distributed consensus-building mechanism with
network participants. So far, many kinds of virtual currency
using a blockchain are distributed. Here we introduce Bitcoin
which is the most famous blockchain and Ethereum which is
a blockchain system that can execute application programs.
Bitcoin was developed based on the blockchain technology
posted by a person named Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008. It
started operation in 2009 and is a famous blockchain for virtual currency [4]. Bitcoin is a system composed of a blockchain node called Bitcoin client and a Bitcoin network. The
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transaction information issued by the Bitcoin client is sent as
a transaction to the Bitcoin network, and minor, which is a
kind of Bitcoin client, miners, so that the block is generated.
And that block is approved from multiple nodes of the Bitcoin
network [5].
Ethereum, proposed by Viralik Buterin's white paper in
November 2013, is a blockchain and makes it possible to
build applications by smart contract [6]. While Bitcoin is specialized in moving ownership of cryptographic currency,
Ethereum is characterized by being able to create and execute
distributed applications called smart contracts as well as moving cryptographic currencies [5][7].
A blockchain can be said a distributed database that realizes a "distributed ledger" that distributes and manages transactions as exchange information on a distributed network. We
manage and operate a list of sequential data called "blocks"
that summarizes those transactions on multiple nodes. Moreover, the validity of the block is secured by the mining processing using the distributed consensus algorithm. PoW
(Proof of Work) is mainstream in the current distributed consensus algorithm. Under the agreement of the configuration
node of the network, difficulty values are set and have a
mechanism to adjust the mining time. In addition to PoW,
PoS (Proof of Stake) and PoI (Proof of Importance) have been
proposed as distributed consensus algorithms. Those methods
have the effect of not consuming processor resources and
power. In recent years, blockchains with different distributed
consensus algorithms have also been released.
EOS which is one of the new blockchains uses the distributed consensus algorithm of DPoS (Delegated Proof of Stake)
[8]. Generally, in PoS, block generators are determined by the
amount of currency held, but in DPoS, block generators are
determined by voting by other nodes in the blockchain network. Also, since the weight of the vote is determined by the
amount of currency held on the blockchain, it cannot be determined by the block generator itself. However, if multiple
voters agree on each other, it is possible to fix the block generator and also to perform the centralized operation. Therefore, new blockchains have been proposed that overcome
these concerns [9]. These arguments are particularly active in
the public blockchain, which aims at virtual currency functions. There is no need to limit the use and if the node is a
member of a whitelist, it is not necessary to adhere to the expensive public blockchain, and it is more convenient to use it
in a private blockchain or a consortium blockchain [10].
(1) Blockchain operation
A blockchain is composed of various elements such as
nodes, P2P(Peer to Peer) networks, transactions, blocks, distribution ledgers, and mining. A blockchain is a virtual network configured on a physical ordinary network. The connection unit is called a node, and the nodes are physically connected by P2P. Each node has its own unique asymmetric key.
The transaction information issued by the node is signed with
the secret key of the node itself, and after another node’s approval, it is spread to the blockchain network via P2P. The
spread transactions are grouped together in a preset time and
are blocked by mining. The block information is handled as
information of the distributed ledger after undergoing multiple approval processes.
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(2) Confirm Transaction & Transfer to network
Node #3

Node #1

(1) Make Transaction

Node #4

Node#0
Node #5

Node #7

Node #2

(3) Mine

Node #6

Transaction flow
Block flow

Figure 2: Process flow among blockchain nodes
Figure 2 shows an example of a flow of processing among
nodes of the blockchain. First, if Node #0 issued a transaction
of transaction, the information is passed to Node #1, approved,
and then diffused with Node #2, #3, #5 -> #4, #6, #7. After
that, Node #6 having a mining function performs Mining by
using a distributed consensus algorithm, and then performs
blocking. The information of the block is spread information
of block information via Node # 5, approved in the entire
blockchain, and is handled as a valid distributed ledger in
each node.
(2) Smart contract
Whereas Bitcoin has a mechanism specialized for virtual
currency trading, there is a blockchain that can handle smart
contracts, which is a type of program shared on the blockchain, as well as virtual currency transactions. Ethereum is
one of them, and each node can access virtual currency transaction, mainly to execute the virtual program. The creation
and execution of the smart contract are treated as transactions,
so their generation and execution records are stored in the
blockchain and cannot be tampered with. Therefore, the reliability of the execution result of the smart contract becomes
very high.

2.3

IoT + Blockchain

Focusing on the convenience of distributed management of
a blockchain and the characteristics of the virtual currency,
the degree of expectation for adaptation to IoT is increasing.
In the field of electric power systems, there are cases where
blockchains efficiently perform IoT updates on an ongoing
basis. Blockchains have "a public blockchain" used in virtual
currency and "a private blockchain" mainly used experimentally. This report recommends the use of a private blockchain
to ensure security. Also, the number of Mining Nodes is recommended to minimize implementation considering security.
Furthermore, since we disclose information by using blockchains, they recommend securing the confidentiality of data
in a different way from the blockchain [10].
To cope with IoT, a mechanism is developed to cover a
blockchain client program with a wrapper, and by using a network different from the blockchain, a weak data transfer of
the blockchain is handled (Fig. 3) [11]. According to research
to use IoT in Smart Home, the merit of information security
is larger than the overhead of the processing blockchain [12].
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Figure 3: IoT system on blockchain with user network
In order to easily manage the configuration of the IoT module as research concretely using a smart contract, an IoT system that has the mechanism of RSA key management in
Ethereum's smart contract has been reported [13].
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received the broadcast verifies the transaction. If the transaction is regarded as illegal, it is discarded. The approved transaction group is blocked by mining so that the data is confirmed and the record is held at each node. The advantage of
the blockchain is that these series of actions have already been
implemented as functions and already proven. However, even
in the case of using a blockchain, it is clear that if parties such
as operators and users have all nodes, it is impossible to prevent tampering from the parties. Therefore, as with the configuration in the practical system, it is necessary for the supervisor side other than the administrator to have Full Node.
As data multiplexing in practical systems has a heavy burden on system development and operation and maintenance,
the use of a blockchain has a merit that a load of new system
development is light. Furthermore, if major OSS (Open
Source Software) blockchains are used, updates of information security, high reliabilities of the systems and lower
operating costs are expected.

3.2
3

IOT SYSTEM ON BLOCKCHAIN

We explained that there are new requests for information
tampering prevention in the IoT system and that blockchain
can be used as a means for preventing tampering. IoT systems
with security requirements will have the ability to handle
cryptographic algorithms at a reasonable speed. We focused
on using that powerful resource for blockchain operation.
However, we recognize that the penalty for latency time due
to the use of the blockchain and the high cost of the huge volume of data for the blockchain. In this chapter, we will introduce the configuration of a new IoT system using a blockchain-based on the hypothesis that the bandwidth of the network including wireless will further expand, and the demand
for information security will further increase.

3.1

Blockchain for Tamper Prevention

We have already explained that it is necessary for the supervisor to construct and operate a data-sharing server when
realizing tamper-evident measures with the practical system
configuration (Fig. 1 (d)). Implementing a new server and implementing data multiplexing in building a system takes time
and labor for development and increases development cost.
Furthermore, maintenance troubles and expenses including
information security measures have increased, and it is clear
that these configurations are not practical systems.
As techniques for tampering prevention, digital signatures
and time stamps are known. These technologies can make it
possible to prevent tampering by a malicious third party, but
it is inevitable to prevent tampering by administrative users
or users. As a method of avoiding these concerns, as already
mentioned, there is a multiplex recording of data after the digital signature. That is, it requires maintenances of multiple recordings by a supervisor other than the administrator.
In the blockchain, transactions to be sent to that chain are
digitally signed by the issued node and broadcasted. The node

Block Diagram of the IoT System

Figure 4 shows a block diagram of the IoT system using a
blockchain. All hardware are logically connected in the
blockchain as client nodes of the blockchain. Also, the IoT
Gateway composed of the smart contract has already been
registered on the blockchain and can communicate with all
client nodes. The configuration hardware are nodes composed of a Sensor Module, a Storage Module, a Network
Gateway Module, and blockchain clients including those
modules. In order to function as a blockchain, one of the client nodes has a function as a minor. in order to realize the
tamper-proof function, each module communicates data as a
transaction in which recording remains as a blockchain. Furthermore, in order to detect falsification of administrators and
users, supervisors other than administrators and users should
have one or more equivalent blockchain clients.
Generally, since the exchange information of the blockchain is handled as broadcast, the size of data that can be sent
to the network is limited. This time, according to the specifications of Ethereum to be implemented, it is decided to pass
data at about 1K-Bytes / sec. If more data is sent or received,
it is possible to negotiate a data exchange method separately
and deal with bypassing the hash value of the chunk of data
to the blockchain. As an implementation method of the IoT
function, an IoT Gateway is provided so that transmission and
reception of IoT data can be controlled. This IoT Gateway has
functions of approval of IoT module, buffering of IoT data,
and distribution of IoT data. Also, by installing the IoT Gateway not by hardware implementation but by the smart contract, it is possible to avoid problems due to specific hardware
or network malfunction, and realize the availability of the IoT
system. Also, since this smart contract can be changed independently of hardware, scalability as an IoT system can also
be secured. This implementation method is different from the
conventional implementation method, and becomes a characteristic point.
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(4) Storage Module Node
The storage module receives the data from the IoT Gateway and stores the data in the specified channel. In addition,
we will implement a function of reading data according to instructions from the IoT Gateway.
Since the function of IoT Gateway operates with the smart
contract of the blockchain, when the smart contract function
is called, it is executed at the timing of mining. Also, the node
that has started needs to pay the execution cost of the virtual
currency to the smart contract, and its function is effective for
blocking a malicious third party who attacks unscrupulously.
Figure 4: IoT system on a blockchain

3.4
3.3

Functions of the IoT System

This IoT system has four functions. Figure 5 shows the
connection between these functions.
(1) IoT Gateway (smart contract)
The IoT Gateway has the central control function of the
IoT system. In this implementation, we implemented the IoT
Gateway into a smart contract of Ethereum. Individual functions include sensor module registration, activation and data
buffering.
(2) Sensor Module Node
The sensor module has a function of acquiring sensor data
from the sensor and sending it to the smart contract which is
the IoT Gateway on the blockchain. Initially, the sensor module performs its own activation at the IoT Gateway. After approval, this sensor module will be able to send sensor data to
the IoT Gateway.
(3) Network Gateway Module Node
The network Gateway module monitors events of the IoT
Gateway. When an event occurs, this module receives data
from the IoT Gateway and sends this data to the server on the
Cloud Computer System. We will also implement a function
of sending a data transmission request to the IoT Gateway according to an instruction from the cloud server.

Implementation Examples

In this section, we will examine how this IoT + blockchain
system in some of the examples of systems that need tampering prevention introduced in Section 1.3.
(1) Traffic probe data
In this case, the place where the data is involved is the car
that collects the information and the base to compile the data.
Therefore, it is possible to create a system that prevents tampering by placing the clients of the blockchain at the automobile, the regional aggregate, the final summary and the audit
site of the data. Specifically, we make the car a "Sensor Module Node" and the local area aggregate station a "Storage
Module Node". Generally, the last summary office connects
to the Cloud Server as a "Network Gateway Module Node".
Each node exchanges data by communicating with "IoT Gateway (smart contract)" specialized for traffic probe data.
(2) Log information of car
There are two possibilities for car log information, such as
the inside of a car and the system for collecting data from a
car. Since there is a possibility of a mismatch between functional safety requirements and the blockchain specifications
inside the car, we will examine a system to compile data from
the car. It can be managed and operated with the same system
as the above-described traffic alteration prevention system for
traffic probe data.
(3) Information on measuring equipment
Regarding the log information of the measuring instrument,
the measuring instrument is a "Sensor Module Node", and the
management system of the base connecting the plurality of
measuring instruments implements the "Storage Module
Node". Also, the gateway system connecting the sites implements the "Network Gateway Module Node". Each node exchanges data by communicating with "IoT Gateway (smart
contract)" specialized for measuring equipment.

Figure 5: Various functions of IoT nodes

(4) Healthcare sensor information
Sensor information on healthcare is more special in terms
of cost and composition than the previous examples. In many
cases, since the battery of the sensor is not large for miniaturization, chances of being connected to the network at all times
may be small. A device that acquires data from the sensor is
a "Sensor Module Node", and both a "Storage Module Node"
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and a "Network Gateway Module Node" are installed in a
smartphone or a PC. As in previous systems, each node exchanges data via the "IoT Gateway (smart contract)" specialized for healthcare sensor processing.

3.5

Latency Time Model

One of the guidelines for measuring the performance of the
IoT system is latency time. If the latency time is short, it becomes possible to use the IoT system for abnormality detection and machine control. In order to shorten the latency time,
it is necessary to prepare a circuit having abundant processing
capability and a high-speed communication line. These conditions increase development difficulty of the IoT system, and
increase development and implementation cost. Therefore, it
is desirable to set the latency time condition according to the
purposes and conditions of the IoT system.
The target IoT system using the blockchain treats propagation of IoT data as a transaction of a blockchain. Therefore, it
is necessary to consider the latency time along the data flow
of the blockchain.
Figure 6 shows the flow of the delay model of the latency
time of the IoT system on the blockchain. Sensor data is obtained at the sensor module and is sent as a transaction to the
blockchain network through the blockchain client (Sensing
Delay). A transaction flowed to the blockchain propagate to
each node as broadcast, and reach the node where mining is
executed. This delay is thought to depend on the total number
of nodes and the logical connection configuration of Nodes
(Broadcast Delay 1). In the mining execution node, mining is
executed after the interval of mining timing, and the smart
contract is executed (Mining Interval, Mining Delay, Execute
smart contract). Events issued by the smart contract are
broadcasted in the blockchain as a transaction, reaching the
receiving node (Broadcast Delay 2). Receive processing is
performed at the receiving node (Receiving Delay).
In this manner, the latency time of the data propagation of
the transaction in the blockchain is constituted by many
routes, the route distribution algorithm due to the blockchain,
and the discontinuous traffic adjustment function for blocking,
it is difficult to predict with high accuracy. Therefore, an
evaluation should be performed in advance in an environment
similar to the system to be realized.
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4 PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION AND
EVALUATION
In the IoT system using the blockchain designed in Chapter
3, we measured the latency time, which is one of important
performance, under two conditions and evaluated the performance as an IoT system.
In the IoT system assumed this time, the function of the
virtual currency of the blockchain is not important, and the
main purpose is to use the information security function of
the blockchain for the falsification deterrence function of IoT
data. Therefore, it is not necessary to be a public blockchain
with some security risk, and the prototype system and evaluation environment were implemented on a private blockchain.
Also, the blockchain client program used this time is
Ethereum geth v.1.8.6.

4.1

Evaluation Environment

Figure 7 shows the configuration of the environment used
for this evaluation. Ethereum Private Net was constructed by
implementing Ethereum 's client program (geth) on the server'
s container, Note PC and IoT module. Furthermore, IoT Gateway(smart contract), which is an IoT API, is implemented in
the blockchain net and it was created in advance as a transaction in the blockchain. Three types of Nodes were prepared
for the evaluation. The first one is a general Node which is a
contract Owner. The second one is a “Sensor Module Node”
that uploads sensor data to the blockchain. The third one is an
“Internet Gateway Module Node” that takes sensor data from
the blockchain. Each node assigns an account address of the
blockchain.
Figure 8 shows the hardware configuration of the evaluation environment. Since the evaluation at this time required a
lot of nodes, we implemented the client program (geth) on the
containers of server computer.
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Sensor Module Node
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Blockchain
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Smart contract

Blockchain Client
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Figure 6: Latency time mode for IoT system
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Figure 7: Overview of Logical nodes connection
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Figure 8: Physical Connection of Evaluation Environment

4.2

Evaluation Method

For evaluation, we prepared an IoT Gateway implemented
on the smart contract we developed this time, Ethereum client
program (geth) and JavaScript evaluation script. Each Node
participates in the blockchain network by running the client
program (geth). Referring to the logical function of Fig. 5, the
evaluation script sends test data from the "Sensor Module
Node" to the "IoT Gateway (smart contract)". The "IoT Gateway" then returns an event and the "Network Gateway Module Node" receives the event and reads the sent data. In order
to accurately measure the latency time of data, this evaluation
is to make the "Sensor Module Node" have the function of the
"Network Gateway Module Node" and to measure the latency
time of data within one node. These processes are executed
for the specified number of times. Mining Node for blocking
transactions in the blockchain is a Node running on a container connected to the network. Also, the execution instruction of the Mining process was manually performed.

4.3

Evaluation and Results

In this research, two kinds of data transfer latency times
were evaluated.

(1) Data transfer latency time by physical connection
This evaluation measures the data transfer latency time in
"Node - smart contract - Node" by changing the physical connection form of Node in the blockchain. We made 100 data
accesses in each physical connection form. In this evaluation,
we used Intel Celeron J1900 1.99 GHz 8GB Main memory as
a server and used a container environment. The number of
blockchain nodes was evaluated at 3 to 6. Six types of physical connection were prepared. Figure 9 shows these connections. 'Y' in the green box is a Node with sensor data. 'Z' in
the blue box is Mining Node. Pattern-1 indicates that the constituent Nodes A to D are mutually connected. In Pattern-2,
configuration nodes A to D are connected in an annular shape.
Pattern-3-1 to Pattern-3-4 are connection embodiments in
which the number of Mining Nodes is changed from Node
having sensor data. The yellow arrows indicate the expected
direction of propagation of the issued transaction. The blue
dotted arrows indicate the flow of the transaction after Mining.
Figure 10 shows the latency time results for each connection pattern. The minimum value of the latency time was 3.86
seconds on average and the average value of the pattern was
27.59 seconds, and there was no big difference in any physical connection pattern. However, the average of the maximum values in each connection pattern is 75.09 to 131.74 seconds, which widens the value range, and the dispersion increases as the physical distance increases.
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standard deviation is 23.9, the latency time is relatively large,
and the variation is also large. When the number of mining
nodes was three, the average latency time was shortened to
17.1 seconds, and the standard deviation was 11.5, and stable
latency time could be kept. However, with 3 and 4 mining
nodes, there was no significant difference in the variation of
latency time.

5

Figure 12: Latency time under various conditions
(2) Data transfer latency time by mining number
This evaluation used a container environment with Intel
Core i7-5820K 3.30 GHz 48GB Main memory as a server.
Since the actual usage environment was assumed, a blockchain model was prepared with the number of nodes increased to 100. Under the environment of this model, 16 sensors were assumed, and the sensor data size was 32-byte, and
a high load evaluation system was prepared that could apply
128 times the sensor data load compared to the evaluation environment of the previous section. The data is sent from 16
sensors without sending delay time. The mining cycle has a
cycle of about every 12 seconds because it uses the original
functions of Ethereum.
In addition, two types of inter-node connection models
were prepared. The first is a model (Fig. 11 (a)) in which all
nodes are connected in a straight line in order to express nonuniformity of connection between nodes. The second assumes a normal blockchain connection, and prepares a model
(Fig. 11 (b)) in which each node interconnects six nodes. The
green box "X" in Fig. 11 (a) and 11 (b) is a sensor node and
sends sensor data to the blockchain. And 16 sensors send data
to one sensor node for high load. In addition, the pink box is
set as one to four mining nodes assumed this time.
Figure 12 (a) shows the distribution of latency times by the
number of mining nodes in a model in which 100 nodes are
arranged in a straight line as a rough connection. When there
is one mining node, the average latency time is 45.4 seconds,
the standard deviation is 32.3, and the variation is large. Even
in this model, if there are two or more mining nodes, the variations become smaller.
Figure 12 (b) shows the distribution of latency times by the
number of mining nodes in a model in which 100 nodes are
closely interconnected. As a result, when the number of mining nodes is one, the average latency time is 38.2 seconds, the

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we developed a system that uses practical
blockchains to suppress falsification of IoT data, and evaluated it specifically for latency, which is one of the required
performance of IoT systems. As a result, we were able to construct a system that does not require short latency time such
as real-time warning and notice, which is suitable for logging
application of IoT data. As a characteristic implementation
method of this time, in order to use IoT data directly in the
blockchain, the IoT Gateway function that controls authentication and delivery of IoT data is realized by the smart contract of the practical blockchain.
In this evaluation, we prepared an environment that applies
a high load to a relatively large blockchain network. The processing performance depends on the number of connections
between nodes (the number of peers) and the number of mining nodes, but it was found that IoT data could be acquired
with an average latency of 17 to 46 seconds. From these results, IoT systems using this blockchain are suitable for use
in IoT data logging systems without falsification of data, rather than a real-time warning or prediction system that requires short latency. These applications include traffic probe
data, car log information, measuring device information, and
healthcare sensor information acquisition, introduced in Section 3.4.
Moreover, in the system using the practical blockchain, the
basic function and the performance have a margin, and the
average latency time as IoT framework has almost no burden
of data propagation due to the number of configuration nodes
and the like. It was found that the impact conditions are the
number of issued transactions, which is equivalent to the frequency of occurrence of sensor data, and the processing performance of mining (TPS: Transaction Per Second). Furthermore, it was found that when the density of connection between nodes is coarse or there are few mining nodes, the dispersion of latency time becomes large.
Especially in the case of the rough connection between
nodes, if node connection is disconnected for some reason, it
may take time until data synchronization again. Therefore,
the number of peers of each node connection in the blockchain IoT system should be 3 or more.
In this experiment, we implemented the IoT system using
the smart contract of Ethereum. Nowadays, many other
blockchains also have smart contracts with more useful functions and capabilities. As future developments, we will study
on a framework that can handle many blockchains and make
it a more sophisticated IoT.
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Abstract- Motif discovery is not only a fundamental method
for finding repetitive subsequences in a longer time series, but
is also used as a sub-routine in higher-level analytics including classification, clustering, visualization, and rule discovery.
However, existing motif discovery algorithms depend critically on the knowledge of the correct subsequence length.
Therefore, deciding an appropriate window length for subsequences is required before using those algorithms. In this
work, we investigate how to decide an appropriate window
length. We propose a novel index called a ‘motif index’ that
counts the number of similar subsequence occurrences within
the neighborhood in the space of subsequence, while avoiding
trivial matches. We also propose a heuristic method to select
an appropriate error distance for the neighborhood required
as a parameter to define motif density. Furthermore, we show
that motif density can decide an optimal window in the simulation data in which motifs are intentionally embedded.
Keywords: Time series data mining, Motif discovery, Window length selection, Motif density

1

INTRODUCTION

Time series motifs [1][2] are approximately repeating subsequences embedded in a time series. Motifs are one of the
most important primitives in time-series data mining, and motif discovery has been used as a sub-routine in higher-level
analytics, including classification, clustering, visualization
and rule-discovery. Moreover, motif discovery has been applied to domains as diverse as factory operation [3], medicine
[4], and seismology [5]. The notion of a motif is useful for a
wide range of applications, because a repeated and frequently
occurring pattern implies a latent system that occasionally
produces a repeatable output. For example, this system may
be an over-caffeinated heart, sporadically introducing a motif
pattern containing an extra beat [6], or the system may be a
factory worker, producing repetitive movement in a series of
assembly operations [3].
Since the Matrix Profile [7], a fast and scalable algorithm
for subsequence all-pairs-similarity-search in time series, has
been introduced, it has helped to develop new innovative
ideas for time-series data mining [8]. However, because a motif is defined as a pair of subsequences the distance between
which is the smallest, it does not necessarily imply the frequent occurrence of a motif subsequence. That is, there are
not necessarily many subsequences in the neighborhood of a
motif. Furthermore, motif discovery algorithms expect that a
subsequent length be chosen beforehand, which usually

means in practice that users must try several possible lengths,
and must confirm that the discovered motif indeed has frequent similar subsequences in a time series.
In this work, we propose a novel index called a ‘motif density’ that counts the number of similar subsequence occurrences within the neighborhood in the space of subsequences,
ignoring trivial matches. We also propose a heuristic method
to select an appropriate error distance for the neighborhood,
where error is a parameter that decides the similarity level in
motif density. Furthermore, we show that motif density can
decide an optimal window in simulation data in which motifs
have been embedded intentionally.
The rest of our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the definition of a motif, and the criteria to determine
the appropriateness of a subsequence as a motif. Section 3
defines motif density, based on a neighborhood of a subsequence in a set of subsequences without trivial matching subsequences. Section 4 proposes an algorithm to calculate motif
density. Section 5 evaluates our proposed algorithm empirically. First, we show that motif density can decide an optimal
window-length for finding motifs. Second, we evaluate a heuristic method to select an appropriate error distance for the
neighborhood, required as a parameter to define motif density.

2

MOTIF CRITERIA

This section describes the commonly used definition of motif and summarizes the problem of deciding optimal windowlength of a motif as motif criteria.

2.1

Our Approach

A motif is defined by using the nearest-neighbor distance in
the space consisting of subsequences in a time series.
Definition: time series X
A Time Series X=[x1,…,xm] is a continuous sequence of real
values. We denote the value of the i-th time point by X[i] = xi.
Definition: subsequence X[p:q]
A subsequence s = [xp, xp+1,...,xq] = X[p:q] is a list which
consists of continuously occurring values of X, starting at position p and ending at position q.
The length 𝑤𝑤 of a subsequence s is w = 𝑞𝑞 − 𝑝𝑝 + 1, and we
denote it by length(s). We also denote a subsequence X[p:q]
by 𝑋𝑋𝑤𝑤 (𝑝𝑝), which means a subsequence staring at p with
length w.
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Definition: support of a subsequence
The support of a subsequence 𝑆𝑆 is a set of time points [p:q]
= [p, p +1,..., q-1, q], and we denote it by support (s).
Definition: subsequence space 𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤 (𝑋𝑋)
A subsequence space is the set of all the subsequences with
length 𝑤𝑤 in a time series X. We denote it by 𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤 (𝑋𝑋). A subsequence space is the 𝑤𝑤-dimensional Euclidean space. Therefore, for given subsequences 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 and 𝑠𝑠𝑗𝑗 , the distance between
𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 and 𝑠𝑠𝑗𝑗 , which we denote by dist �𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 , 𝑠𝑠𝑗𝑗 �, can be defined
similarly to that in a vector space. In this paper, we use 𝐿𝐿1
distance
defined
below.
(𝑝𝑝),
(𝑞𝑞)�
𝑋𝑋𝑤𝑤
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑�𝑋𝑋𝑤𝑤
𝑤𝑤

≡ �

1

|X(𝑝𝑝 + 𝑖𝑖 − 1) − 𝑋𝑋(𝑞𝑞 + 𝑖𝑖 − 1)|

Definition: disjoint subsequences
Let si and sj be subsequences. When support (si) and support
(sj) are disjoint, that is, support (s1) ∩ support (s2) = ∅, we
say that si and sj are disjoint.
Definition: Motif subsequence (1-NN)
Let w be a window-length, and let X be a time series. A
subsequence s with length w in X is said to be motif, if it satisfies the below condition.
There is a subsequence s ′ with window-length 𝑤𝑤, such that
dist(s, s ′ ) = min { dist�𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 , 𝑠𝑠𝑗𝑗 � | 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 , 𝑠𝑠𝑗𝑗 ∈ 𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤 (𝑋𝑋) and
𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗

support (𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 ) ∩ support �𝑠𝑠𝑗𝑗 � = ∅}
The above definition is based on the one-nearest-neighbor
(1-NN) distance. We can extend this definition to k- nearestneighbor distance by replacing the minimum with the k-th
minimum in the above condition.

2.2

Challenges in Defining Motif Criteria

In this subsection, we investigate criteria to determine the
appropriateness of a subsequence as a motif, which we call
motif criteria. The intuitive meaning of a motif is a subsequence which has many similar subsequences in a time series,
therefore we will try to define an index to measure the meaning of ‘similar’ and ‘many’ according to the intuition above.
A similar sequence is measured by the distance between subsequences. For defining “many”, we should count the number
of similar subsequences to a motif. We call this number “occurring frequency”. Challenges in defining occurring frequency are summarized in the following three points.
(1) Error dependency
When we say a sequence 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 is similar to a subsequence 𝑠𝑠, it
means that dist(𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 , 𝑠𝑠) is small. Therefore, the threshold of an
error distance parameter 𝜖𝜖 is required for counting similar
subsequences. A naïve definition of occurring frequency of 𝑠𝑠
is |{𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 | 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤 (𝑋𝑋) 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 , 𝑠𝑠) ≤ 𝜖𝜖 }| , where |A|
means the number of elements of a set A. This definition of
occurrence frequency requires a window-length 𝑤𝑤 and an error 𝜖𝜖 as parameters. That is, how to decide an appropriate
pair of a window-length 𝑤𝑤 and an error value 𝜖𝜖 is the first
challenge.

(2) Window-length dependency
If an error value is equal in subsequences with different
lengths, the longer subsequence seems to be more appropriate
than the shorter one as a motif. How to normalize by a window-length is the second challenge.
(3) Trivial match
Subsequences close to a subsequence 𝑠𝑠 in a time series are
similar to 𝑠𝑠, if the time series is continuous and varies slowly.
We call this property “trivial match”. A trivial match is described formally by the property that dist(X[𝑝𝑝′ : 𝑝𝑝′ + 𝑤𝑤 − 1] ,
X[𝑝𝑝: 𝑝𝑝 + 𝑤𝑤 − 1]) is small, if |𝑝𝑝 − 𝑝𝑝′ | ≪ 𝑤𝑤. When we count
similar subsequences, we must remove trivially matching sequences. The third challenge is how to count similar subsequences, while avoiding trivially matching subsequences.

3
3.1

MOTIF DENSITY
Our Approach

This subsection describes our approach to solving each of
the problems described in the precious section.
(1) Error parameter dependency
We shall define the neighborhood of a subsequence in
𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤 (𝑋𝑋) for a given time series 𝑋𝑋, a window-length 𝑤𝑤 and a
threshold on the distance 𝜖𝜖.

(2) Window-length dependency
We shall define ‘motif density’ which expresses occurring
frequencies normalized by window-lengths for comparing the
appropriateness among motifs with different window-lengths.
(3) Trivial match
When we define the neighborhood of a subsequence 𝑠𝑠 in a
subsequence space 𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤 (𝑋𝑋), we remove trivially matching subsequences of 𝑠𝑠 by using the concept of disjoint subsequences
defined previously. That is, we shall define a special topology
for a subsequence space generated by a time series.

3.2

Neighborhood of a Subsequence

We will define the neighborhood of a subsequence in a
time series to avoid a trivial match problem.
Definition: Disjoint neighborhood of a subsequence
Let X, w , 𝜖𝜖 and s are a time series, a window-length, a positive real number, and a subsequence with length w respectively. A subset of 𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤 (𝑋𝑋), Dw,ϵ (s), is called a disjoint neighborhood of a subsequence, if it satisfies the following conditions.
(i) For every 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 ∈ Dw,ϵ (s), 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 , 𝑠𝑠) ≤ 𝜖𝜖
support (𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 ) ∩
(ii)For
every
𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 , 𝑠𝑠𝑗𝑗 ∈ Dw,ϵ (s),
support �𝑠𝑠𝑗𝑗 � = ∅.
We select a maximal one for constructing the occurring frequency of a subsequence.
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Definition: Maximal neighborhood of a subsequence
Let 𝒟𝒟w,ϵ (s) denote a set of all of the disjoint neighborhoods of a subsequence s. A disjoint neighborhood of a subsequence 𝑠𝑠 is said to be a maximal neighborhood Bw,ϵ (s), if
it has the largest number of elements in 𝒟𝒟w,ϵ (s). Bw,ϵ (s) can
be defined formally by the following formula.
Bw,ϵ (s) =

argmax

Dw,ϵ (s)∈𝒟𝒟w,ϵ (s)

�Dw,ϵ (s)�, where �Dw,ϵ (s)� means

the number of elements of Dw,ϵ (s) .

We shall define the occurring frequency of a subsequence s
by the number of element of Bw,ϵ (s). The following theorem
gives us how to construct a Bw,ϵ (s) for given w, ϵ, and s.

Theorem: Construction of a maximal neighborhood.
Let X, w, 𝜖𝜖 and s be a time series, a window-length, a positive real number, and a subsequence with length w, respectively. 𝐵𝐵𝑤𝑤,𝜖𝜖 (𝑠𝑠), which is constructed by the below procedure,
is a maximal neighborhood of 𝑠𝑠.
(step1) Select the disjoint subsequences whose distances from
s are smaller than 𝜖𝜖 from s towards right (later time) to the
end of a time series in order. We call the set of those subsequences a right disjoint set.
(step2) Select disjoint subsequences whose distances from s
are smaller than 𝜖𝜖 from s towards left (earlier time) to the beginning of a time series in order. We call the set of those a left
disjoint set.
(step 3) Let 𝐵𝐵𝑤𝑤,𝜖𝜖 (𝑠𝑠) be the union of the right and left disjoint
sets.
Proof:
Let 𝐵𝐵′ 𝑤𝑤,𝜖𝜖 (𝑠𝑠) be one of the maximal neighborhoods of s. It is
enough to prove �𝐵𝐵𝑤𝑤,𝜖𝜖 (𝑠𝑠)� = �𝐵𝐵′ 𝑤𝑤,𝜖𝜖 (𝑠𝑠)� , where �𝐵𝐵𝑤𝑤,𝜖𝜖 (𝑠𝑠)�
means the number of the elements of 𝐵𝐵′ 𝑤𝑤,𝜖𝜖 (𝑠𝑠).
We show only the case from s toward right to the end, because the case towards left is similar.
Let the elements of 𝐵𝐵𝑤𝑤,𝜖𝜖 (𝑠𝑠) be sorted by time ordering, we
obtain
𝐵𝐵𝑤𝑤,𝜖𝜖 (𝑠𝑠) = {… , 𝑠𝑠 = 𝑋𝑋𝑤𝑤 (𝑝𝑝), 𝑋𝑋𝑤𝑤 (𝑝𝑝1 ), 𝑋𝑋𝑤𝑤 (𝑝𝑝2 ),…,𝑋𝑋𝑤𝑤 (𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛 )}
where 𝑝𝑝 < 𝑝𝑝1 < 𝑝𝑝2 < ⋯ < 𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛 .
Similarly, we obtain
𝐵𝐵′ 𝑤𝑤,𝜖𝜖 (𝑠𝑠) = {… , 𝑠𝑠 = 𝑋𝑋𝑤𝑤 (𝑝𝑝), 𝑋𝑋𝑤𝑤 (𝑝𝑝1 ′ ), 𝑋𝑋𝑤𝑤 (𝑝𝑝2 ′ ),…,𝑋𝑋𝑤𝑤 (𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛 ′ )}
where 𝑝𝑝 < 𝑝𝑝1 ′ < 𝑝𝑝2 ′ < ⋯ < 𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛 ′ .
By the above construction of 𝐵𝐵𝑤𝑤,𝜖𝜖 (𝑠𝑠), 𝑝𝑝1 is the smallest, so
𝑝𝑝1 ≤ 𝑝𝑝1 ′ . In the same way, we get 𝑝𝑝2 ≤ 𝑝𝑝2 ′ , because
"𝑋𝑋𝑤𝑤 (𝑝𝑝2 ′ ) is disjoint with 𝑋𝑋𝑤𝑤 (𝑝𝑝1 )" and "𝑋𝑋𝑤𝑤 (𝑝𝑝2 ) is the leftmost disjoint subsequence with 𝑋𝑋𝑤𝑤 (𝑝𝑝1 )". By mathematical
induction, we obtain 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 ′ for 1 ≤ 𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑛𝑛 , where 𝑛𝑛
is�𝐵𝐵′ 𝑤𝑤,𝜖𝜖 (𝑠𝑠)� . This shows that �𝐵𝐵′ 𝑤𝑤,𝜖𝜖 (𝑠𝑠)� ≤ �𝐵𝐵𝑤𝑤,𝜖𝜖 (𝑠𝑠)�.
If �𝐵𝐵𝑤𝑤,𝜖𝜖 (𝑠𝑠)� < �𝐵𝐵′ 𝑤𝑤,𝜖𝜖 (𝑠𝑠)�, it is contrary to the maximality of
�𝐵𝐵′ 𝑤𝑤,𝜖𝜖 (𝑠𝑠)�. Therefore, �𝐵𝐵𝑤𝑤,𝜖𝜖 (𝑠𝑠)� = �𝐵𝐵′ 𝑤𝑤,𝜖𝜖 (𝑠𝑠)�, which is what
we wanted to prove.

3.3

Occurring Frequency and Motif Density

First, we define the occurring frequency of a subsequence
for each window-length.
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Definition: Occurring frequency
Let w , ϵ and s are a window-length, a positive real number,
and a subsequence with length w, respectively.
The occurring frequency of a subsequence s is the number of
the elements of a maximal neighborhood of a subsequence
𝐵𝐵𝑤𝑤,𝜖𝜖 (𝑠𝑠), that is, �𝐵𝐵𝑤𝑤,𝜖𝜖 (𝑠𝑠)�.
Next, we define motif density to normalize the difference
among window-length.

Definition: Motif density
Let w , ϵ and s are a window-length, a positive real number,
and a subsequence with window-length w, respectively.
The motif density of a subsequence 𝑠𝑠 is 𝑤𝑤 × �𝐵𝐵𝑤𝑤,𝜖𝜖 (𝑠𝑠)�.

We regard a subsequence that has the highest motif density
as the best motif among all the subsequence with various window-lengths. We show a procedure to select the best motif.
1. Give a list of window-lengths W =[𝑤𝑤1 , … , 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 , … , 𝑤𝑤𝑛𝑛 ] .
2. Select the subsequence 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 which has the largest occurring
frequency for each window-length 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 in W. We call the subsequence 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 the optimal motif for a window-length 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 .
3. Select the motif that has the highest motif density among
the optimal motifs [𝑠𝑠1 , … , 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 , … , 𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛 ] for the window-lengths
W. We call this motif the best motif among optimal motifs for
window-lengths W. We also call the window-length of the
best motif the best motif length.

In the above procedure, the best motif length depends on
an error parameter 𝜖𝜖 that determine the similarity level in
counting occurring frequency. We call 𝜖𝜖 an error parameter
hereafter. The error parameter in motif density is essential
like a parameter k is essential in k-means clustering algorithm.
We propose a method to help finding the appropriate error
parameter 𝜖𝜖 like the Elbow method [11] for finding the appropriate number k of clusters in clustering. When we plot
motif density against error parameter values, we get the graph
of a monotonically increasing function. We can select an appropriate error parameter value where the rate of increase
suddenly drops in the graph. This method based on the institution that a good motif has a clear boundary that divides similar subsequences from dissimilar ones after trivially matching sequences are removed.
An optimal motif for a smaller window-length than the best
motif length has relatively high motif density value, because
a part of a motif is also a motif. Furthermore, a motif with a
smaller length might have a quickly rising motif density at
very small error values.
We summaries the above considerations as three hypotheses.
Hypothesis 1: Motif density can decide the best windowlength for motif discovery.
Hypothesis 2: An optimal motif for a smaller window-length
than the best motif length has relatively high motif density
values.
Hypothesis 3: We can select an appropriate error parameter
by means of an Elbow method for the graph of a motif density
functions against error parameter values.
We shall evaluate the above hypotheses in Section 5.
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Table 1. CountOccurringFrequency Algorithm.

ALGORITHM

We can obtain algorithms for calculating occurring frequency and motif density by operationally interpreting the
definitions and the theorem in the previous section.
Table 1 shows an algorithm that counts the occurring frequency of a given subsequence. The inputs are a time series
X, a window-length w of the given subsequence s, a starting
time t of s, and an error per window-length 𝜖𝜖. The outputs are
the occurring frequency and the motif density of the given
subsequence s.
Line 01 calculates the distance between the given subsequence s and each subsequences in 𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤 (𝑋𝑋). Line 02 counts the
number of elements that are in the right-hand side of s in the
maximal neighborhood of s. Line 03 counts the number of
those in the left-hand side of s. Line 04 counts the total occurrence frequency of s by adding the occurrence frequency in
the right side obtained by line 02 to that in the left side obtained by line 03. Line 05 calculates the motif density of s by
multiplying the window-length w and the occurring frequency obtained by line 04.
Table 2 shows an algorithm that counts the number of elements of a maximal neighborhood subsequence set whose elements are to the right of the given subsequence s. The inputs
are the distance list DL obtained by line 01 in Table 1 the
window-length w of a given subsequence s, a starting time t
of s, and the error per window-length 𝜖𝜖. The output is the
number of maximal neighborhood subsequences in the right
side of s.
Line 01 initializes a time cursor ‘Cur’ and a normalized error ‘Thr’. Line 02-13 is a while-loop that chooses maximal
subsequences that are in the right-hand side of the given subsequence s toward the end of the time series X. Line 03-05 is
a while-loop that searches the next disjoint subsequence
whose distance from s is smaller than ‘Thr’. Line 06-09 increments ‘Right’ when the line 03-05 found a new disjoint
subsequence. Line 10-12 exits while-loop 02-13 after checking all the subsequences in the right-hand side of s.
Table 3 shows an algorithm that counts the number of maximal neighborhood subsequences which are in the left-hand
side of the given subsequence s. The left-hand case is reduced
to the right-hand case by reversing the time series values from
right to left.
Line 01 reverses the distance list ‘DL’ from right to left.
Line 02 reverses the starting time t of s from right to left. Line
03 gets the value of the left-hand case by calling the algorithm
‘CountRightOccurence’ with reversed arguments.

Algorithm: CountOccurringFrequency (X, w, t, 𝜖𝜖)

[Input] X: Given time series
w: Length of a given subsequence s
t: Stating time of a given subsequence s
𝜖𝜖: Error per window-length
[Output] OF: Occurring frequency of s for 𝑤𝑤 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝜖𝜖
MD: Motif density of s
DL = distanceListFromS(X, t, w);
01
OFR = countRightOccurence (DL, t, w, 𝜖𝜖)
02
OFL = countLeftOccurence (DL, t, w, 𝜖𝜖)
03
OF = OFR + OFL;
04
MD = OF * w;
05
return (OF, MD);
06
Table 2. CountRightOccurence.
Algorithm: countRightOccurence (DL, t, w, 𝜖𝜖)

[Input] DL: Distance list
w: Window-length of a given subsequence s
t: Stating time of s
𝜖𝜖: Error per window-length
[Output] Right: the number of maximal neighborhood
subsequences to the right of s.
01
Cur = t+1; Thr = 𝜖𝜖 ∗ 𝑊𝑊;
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14

while Cur <= length(DL)
while DL(Cur) > Thr or Cur <= length(DL)

Cur = Cur + 1;
end
if DL(Cur) <= Thr
Right := Right + 1;
Cur := Cur + w – 1;
end
if Cur > length(X)
break;
end
end
return Right;

Table 3. CountLeftOccurence Algorithm.
Algorithm: countLeftOccurence (DL, w, t, 𝜖𝜖)

[Input] DL: Distance list
w: Window-length of a given subsequence s
t: Stating time of a given subsequence s
𝜖𝜖: Error per window-length
[Output] Left: the number of maximal neighborhood
subsequences in the left of s.
01
02
03

DL_rev = fliplr(DL);
t_rev = length(X) – t + 1;
Left = countRightOccurence (DL_rev, t_rev, w, 𝜖𝜖)
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This subsection evaluates the two hypotheses below in two
simulated time series in which motif subsequences are intentionally embedded.
Hypothesis 1: The best window-length can be decided by selecting the one that has the highest motif density values.
Hypothesis 2: A maximal motif for a smaller window-length
than the best motif length has relatively high motif density
values.
(1) Experiment on data set 1
First, we will show that motif density can be used to decide
the best motif length (15) by selecting the window-length that
has the highest motif density among optimal motifs with window-lengths 5,9,15, and 31.
Figure 1 is a simulated time series that combines sine curves
with length (period) 15 samples per one cycle, and random
subsequences with various lengths. In Fig. 1, the horizontal
axis means time points in the time series, and the vertical axis
means the values of the time series. Sine curves with length
15 are intentionally embedded as motifs. We call this time
series data set 1.
Data set 1 is obtained by alternatively arranging ‘a noisy
sine curve whose length of one cycle is 15’ and ‘a random
subsequence that has a random length between 1 and 15’ for
twenty times. Each value in a random subsequence follows a
random uniform distribution whose values are between -1 and
1. The noise included in a sine curve follows a random uniform distribution whose values are between -0.02 and 0.02.
Figure 2 shows the motif density trend graph for each window-length in the case that an error per window-length parameter (we call it as EPA hereafter) is 0.01. In each graph of
Fig. 2, the horizontal axis means time points in the time series,
and the vertical axis means the motif density of each subsequence starting at each time point. A procedure how to decide
an EPL will be described in the next subsection. The top
graph is a motif density trend for window-length 5. The second, third, and fourth trend graphs from the top to the bottom
are those for window-lengths 5, 9, 15, and 31 respectively.
The third trend graph for window-length 15 has highest motif
density values at the times when motif patterns start. The
trend graphs for lengths 5 and 9 have times at which sub-patterns of the optimal motifs with length 15 have relatively high
motif density values and longer peak durations than those of
length 15. The reason for this observation is in the fact that
the best motif pattern includes motifs with smaller windowlengths. They also support hypothesis 2.
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Figure 1: A time series with a motif of length 15 samples.
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Figure 2: Motif density trend for each window-length (in
case of EPL 0.01).
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Figure 6: Motif density of each times for each windowlengths (in case of EPL 0.01).
Figure 3 shows each optimal motif in each window-length.
The optimal motif in length 15 is also the best motif in the
sense that it has the highest motif density as will be shown in
Fig. 4. In each graph of Fig. 3, the horizontal axis means time
points of each optimal motif subsequence in time series. The
vertical axis means the values of each optimal motif. The best
motifs for window-lengths 5 and 9 are the sub-patterns of the
best motif with length 15. The optimal motif with length 31
is a subsequence including the optimal motif with length 15.
Figure 4 shows the motif density value for each optimal
motif with each window-length in case of EPL 0.01. In Fig.
4, the horizontal axis means the length of each optimal motif,
and the vertical axis means the motif density of each optimal
motif. The window-length that has the highest motif density
is 15. It supports hypothesis 1 that "motif density can be used
to decide the best window-length". It also supports hypothesis
2, "a maximal motif for a smaller window-length 5, 9 than the
best motif length 15 has relatively high motif density value".
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Figure 8: Highest Motif density of the optimal motif with
each window-length (in case of EPL 0.01).
(2) Experiment on data set 2
Next, we show that motif density can be used to decide the
best motif length (15 and 31) in time series in which two motifs with length 15 and 31 are intentionally embedded.
Figure 5 is a simulated time series that combines sine
curves with length 15 and 31 with random subsequences of
various lengths. The horizontal axis and the vertical axis in
Fig. 5 have the same meanings as those in Fig. 1. Sine curves
with length 15 are intentionally embedded motifs. We call
this time series data set 2.
Data set 2 is obtained by alternatively arranging ‘a random
subsequence which has random length between 1 and 31’, ‘a
noisy sine curve whose length of one cycle is 15’ and ‘a noisy
sine curve whose length of one cycle is 31’. In data set 2, a 5subsequence pattern in which a random subsequence, a sine
curve with length 15, a random one, a sine curve with length
31 and a random one are arranged in this order repeat for 10
times. Those random subsequences and the noise of sine
curves follow the same random uniform distributions in data
set 1.
Figure 6 shows the motif density trend for each windowlength for the case of a EPL of 0.01. The horizontal axis and
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the vertical axis in Fig. 6 have the same meanings as those in
Fig. 2. The trend graphs are for window-lengths 5, 9, 15, 31,
and 47, from the top to the bottom, respectively. As in the first
experiment, the trend graphs for lengths 15 and 31 have the
high peaks of motif density at the times when motif patters
occur. The trend graphs for 5, 9, and 15 have relatively high
motif density values at times when sub-patterns of the motif
patterns with length 15 or 31 occur.
Figure 7 shows each optimal motif in each window-length.
The optimal motifs in window-lengths 15 and 31 are the best
motifs in the sense that they have larger motif densities as will
be shown in Fig. 8. (and have been intentionally embedded).
The horizontal axis and the vertical axis in Fig. 7 have the
same meanings as those in Fig. 3. The optimal motifs of window-lengths 5 and 9 are sub-patterns of the best motifs with
window-length 15 or 31. The optimal motif with windowlength 47 is a subsequence including the best motif with window-length 31.
Figure 8 shows each motif density trend for each windowlengths. The horizontal axis and the vertical axis in Fig. 8
have the same meanings as those in Fig. 4. It shows that 15
and 31 are the top 2 window-lengths. This supports hypothesis 1. It also shows that window-lengths smaller than 15 have
relatively high motif density values. This supports hypothesis
2.

5.2 Error Parameter Selection

This subsection evaluates the hypothesis 3 below.
Hypothesis 3: we can select an appropriate error parameter
by means of an Elbow method for the graph of a motif density
functions for window-lengths
(1) Experiment on data set 1
Figure 9 shows each error dependency graph of the motif
density for each optimal motif with window-length 5, 9, 15,
and 31. In Fig. 9, the horizontal axis means EPL values, and
the vertical axis means the motif density of at each EPL value.
In data set 1, the window-length of intentionally embedded
motifs is 15. The range of EPL for the top graph (a) is from 0
and 2, and that for the bottom one (b) is from 0 to 0.015. The
graph (a) shows that when EPL is over 0.8, there are no differences among motif densities for all the window-lengths
even though the best motif length is 15. The graph (b) shows
that motif densities for window-lengths 5,9 and15 rise
quickly at EPL of 0.005, and increase while EPL is from
0.005 to 0.01 and then become constant from EPL values of
0.01. Therefore, 0.01 is an elbow point for window-lengths
5, 9 and 15. On the other hand, the motif density for windowlength 31 has constant value 0 for EPL ranging from 0 to
0.015. This observation shows that an appropriate EPL is 0.01
for finding the best motif length shown in the previous subsection. That is, this observation supports hypothesis 3 in case
of data set 1.
We compare motif density trend with different EPLs in order to understand the intuitive meaning of EPL. Figure 10
shows the motif density trend for optimal motifs with window-length 5, 9, 15, and 31. The horizontal axis and the vertical axis in Fig. 10 have the same meaning as those in Fig. 2.
The EPL of the top graph (a), that of the middle one (b) and
that of the bottom one (c) are 0.01, 0.1 and 1, respectively. In
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the case of EPL equal to 0.01, the graph for the best motif
length (15) has sharp peaks when similar subsequences occur.
On the other hand, in the case of EPL=0.1, the graph for it has
only blunt peaks. Furthermore, in the case of EPL= 1, there
seems to be no peaks. The graphs for smaller window-lengths
(5, 9) than the best motif length (15) have similar trends to
that for 15. Motif densities for 5 and 9 have relatively high
values, because subsequences of a motif are motifs. That is,
if X(i:i+14) is a motif , X(i:i+4), X(i+1:i+5), …, and
X(i+10:i+14) are also motifs. This is why motif density for
window-length 5 and 9 have less sharp peaks than those for
window-length 15. This observation also supports hypothesis
2.
(2) Experiment on data set 2
Figure 11 shows each error dependency graph of the motif
density for each optimal motif with window-length 5, 9, 15,
31, and 47. The horizontal axis and the vertical axis in Fig. 11
have the same meaning as those in Fig. 9. In data set 2, the
window-lengths of intentionally embedded motifs are 15 and
31. The range of EPL for the top graph (a) is from 0 and 2,
and that for the bottom one (b) is from 0 to 0.015. Graph (a)
shows that when EPL is over 1, there are no differences
among motif densities for all the window-lengths, even
though the best motif lengths are 15 and 31. Graph (b) shows
that motif densities for window-lengths 5,9, and15 rise
quickly at EPL=0.005 and increase while EPL ranges from
0.005 to 0.01, and then become constant from about
EPL= 0.01. Therefore, 0.01 is an elbow point for windowlengths 5, 9, 15, and 31. On the other hand, the motif density
for window-length 47 has a constant value 0 for EPL ranging
from 0 to 0.015. This observation shows that an appropriate
EPL is 0.01 for finding the best motif length shown in the
previous subsection. That is, this observation supports hypothesis 3 in the case of data set 2.
As with experiment 1, we investigate density trend graphs
with different EPLs. Figure 12 shows the motif density trend
for optimal motifs with window-length 5, 9, 15, 31, and 47.
The horizontal axis and the vertical axis in Fig. 12 have the
same meaning as those in Fig. 2.
The EPL of the top graph (a), that of the middle one (b),
and that of the bottom one are 0.01, 0.1 and 1, respectively.
In the case of EPL=0.01, the graph for the best motif lengths
15 and 31 have sharp peaks when similar subsequences occur.
The blunt peaks in the graph for window-length 15 correspond to the occurrences of the subsequences of the best motifs with window-length 31. On the other hand, in the case of
EPL=0.1, the graphs for window-length 15 and 31 have only
blunt peaks. Furthermore, in the case of EPL=1, they have no
peaks. As with the experiment on data 1, this observation supports hypothesis 2.
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(a) The range of error per length (EPL) is from 0 to 2
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Figure 9: Error dependency of motif density (data 1).
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Figure 10: Motif density trends (data1).
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(a) The range of EPL is from 0 to 1.5
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(c) EPL is 1
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Figure 12: Motif density trends (data2).

6

CONCLUSIONS

We proposed a novel index called ‘motif density’ together
with a selection method to find an appropriate EPL required
for defining motif density. The core idea of motif density is
in considering a special topology in a subsequence space generated by a time series for avoiding trivial matching and handling different window-lengths. Furthermore, we showed that
motif density can decide an optimal window-length in simulated data.
In this paper, we treated the problem of finding one isolated
motif in a time series. From a theoretical point of view, it remains as future work how to define and find a sequence of
motifs. From an experimental point of view, we plan to apply
our algorithms to more complex simulated data, as well as
real data.
This work is supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number
17K00161.
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Abstract - Programs are usually revised to improve performance. In such cases, programmers have to ensure that
the revised program preserves the behavior of the previous
version of the program. Regression testing is performed to
check whether both the revised version and the previous version have the same behavior. It, however, requires much time
and large number of test-cases. Tools based on formal method
might reduce the costs. They ensure that two given programs
output the same results for the same inputs based on a logical
analysis of their source code and they perform effective path
search using SAT/SMT solvers. Software Analysis Workbench (SAW), a novel tool based on formal methods, can
check whether two given functions in C act in the same behavior (conformance verification). SAW, however, has a limitation that it cannot check functions dealing with data structures. This paper proposes a new technique for conformance
verification on C functions with data structures using SAW.
The technique is based on a kind of bounded model checking. We limit the size of data structures which are generated
by recursive definitions, in order to limit the space to search.
This paper also reports results on performance evaluation that
shows our proposed method works for standard data structures.

halting problem, the method is based on the bounded model
verification technique [1], [2]. We also perform experimental
evaluations using Software Analysis Workbench (SAW) [3].
SAW is a recent formal verification tool. We use SeaHorn
[4] to compare with SAW. SeaHorn is also a recent formal
verification tool for the C language.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives the preliminaries, and Section 3 describes the proposed
method. Section 4 describes the experimental evaluation, and
Section 5 discusses the results. Finally, Section 6 summarizes
this paper.

1 INTRODUCTION

2

C programs are widely used especially in embedded systems which have a limitation of resources and they are often
revised to improve performance. In such cases, programmers
have to ensure that the revised program preserves the behavior of the previous version of the program. Usually, regression
testing is performed to check whether both of the revised version and the previous version have the same behavior. Thus,
it is tedious work and requires large number of test-cases.
Formal technique approach might help to reduce such costs.
Based on formal approaches several tools have been developed. Such techniques exhaustively check whether two given
programs have always the same output for every same input.
Thus, these tools will find potential bugs or confirm the conformance with adequate efficiency. We call this kind of verification formal conformance verification (FCV).
Recent tools, however, do not fully support programs dealing with dynamic data structures especially recursive data structures. Such a program sometimes suffers a halting problem in
computability theory.
In this paper, we firstly propose a method for FVC for a
program with recursive data structures. In order to avoid the

In general, testing is the historical and popular method for
checking the quality of source code. For conformance testing,
regression testing is widely used. Regression testing, however, has a high time cost and workload. It also has the disadvantage that the verification becomes incomplete in most
cases.
Figure 1 shows the difference between the conventional regression testing and FCV approach. As a given Code Under
Test (CUT), or CUV Code Under Verification, let us assume
that two functions f and f ′ exist. We want to check that for
any input n, f (n) = f ′ (n) holds.
In regression testing, we have to prepare a sufficient number of test cases (in Fig. 1, we have 40000 cases) and check
all cases by executing a test driver. As we can see, regression
testing requires a substantial amount of time and it does not
cover whole range of input cases.

Figure 1: Regression Testing versus FCV

2.1

PRELIMINARY AND RELATED WORK

Formal Conformance Verification

The following two theorems are well-known results in Computation Theory [5].
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Theorem 1 (Termination Problem (Halting Problem))
The Termination Problem is undecidable.
In other words, ∀f and ∀n ∈ Z|n| , whether f (n) always
terminates or not, is undecidable.
Theorem 2
The general conformance checking problem is undecidable.
In other words, ∀f, f ′ and ∀n ∈ Z|n| , whether f (n) =
′
f (n) always holds or not, is undecidable.
If we restrict the condition, the general conformance checking problem can be decidable. Thus, the restricted conformance checking problem is decidable.
Figure 2: The architecture of SAW
Theorem 3
The restricted conformance checking problem is decidable.
′

|n|
Zt ,

′

∀f, f and ∀n ∈
whether f (n) = f (n) always
holds or not, is decidable, provided that both f and f ′ termi|n|
nate for any n ∈ Zt , where Zt is a whole set of t-bit integers
for some fixed parameter t.
Proof 3
|n|
The size of Zt is 2t . Therefore, the size of Zt is at most
2t|n| . The assumption guarantees that we think of only func|n|
tions f and f ′ that always terminate for any bmn ∈ Zt .
′
Thus, we can compute the result of f (n) and f (n) in finite steps α(n) and α′ (n), respectively. In conclusion, we
can decide if f (n) = f ′ (n) always holds, in finite steps
□
2t|n| · max(α(n), α(n)).
In FCV, we check the logical expression ∀n : f (n) =
f ′ (n), where functions f and f ′ are expressed in some logical
clauses derived from CUV.
Note that n is usually a vector of bounded integers, such as
a 32-bit integer, thus, the number of check cases is finite.
Form Theorem 3, if we suppose that functions f , and f ′ always terminate then the expression can be efficiently checked
using SAT/SMT solvers[6]–[12].
SAW and SeaHorn [4] are tools appearing recently to efficiently check all inputs cases.

2.2 SAW
Software Analysis Workbench (SAW) [3] is developed by
Galois inc. It is an open source software which verifies code
written in C or Java using a compiler that generates LLVM, or
JVM (Java Virtual Machine). Some recent formal verification
techniques [13]–[15] use JVM and LLVM as their targets. An
LLVM file is compiled from a C, C++, or Objective-C source
file. LLVM is a virtual machine instruction set (intermediate representation) and usually used for code optimization in
compilers. It, therefore, supports a three-address code scheme
and the Static Single Assignment form, which facilitate static
analysis for optimizing compiled code. LLVM has pointer
types as well, which is mandatory for compilers of C-family
languages.
SAW supports equivalence checking between two C functions given in the LLVM format. Both symbolic execution
and equivalence checking functions are provided as commands

of a script language used in SAW. SAW also supports property checking and has been successfully applied to security
domains such as cryptographic protocol analysis.
Figure 2 shows the architecture of SAW.
We summarize the features of SAW.
• It uses its own verification script called SAWScript,
which is a kind of functional programming languages.
• It has several verification packages that support specific
fields:
– llvm extract
– llvm symexec
– llvm verify
– crucible llvm verify
• It has a build-in solver, ABC [17], and can also use
three SAT/SMT solvers, Z3 [6], Yices [7], and CVC4
[8].
• It can generate proof constraints with a form of AIG
(And-Inverter Graphs) [16], and smtlib2 [18]. Using
the format file, other external solvers can be available.
Package llvm symexec is the original package used by SAW.
Crucible llvm verify package is provided recently, and supports pointers and data structures in C.
2.2.1

Verification Examples using SAW

The following example shows the verification process for two
functions that output a value twice of the input values (See
Listing 1, 2, and 3).

Listing 1: Twice Program
/ / reference function
u n s i g n e d i n t r e f e r e n c e f u n c t i o n ( u n s i g n e d i n t x ){
return x ∗ 2;
}
/ / implementation
u n s i g n e d i n t i m p l e m e n t a t i o n f u n c t i o n ( u n s i g n e d i n t x ){
r e t u r n x << 1 ;
}
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Listing 1 has two functions reference function() and implementation function(). Function reference function() just outputs the value of the input multiplied by two, while implementation function() outputs arithmetic left shift of the input
value by 1 bit. Though the codes differ from each other, those
functions output the same value for any value of the same
input. Proof scripts Listing 2 and 3 prove by different approaches that the two functions are equivalent.
Listing 2:
Verification
(llvm symexec)

script

for

twice

program
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Listing 5: Result (SAW:crucible llvm verify)
$saw c r u c i b l e l l v m v e r i f y . saw
L o a d i n g f i l e ” c r u c i b l e l l v m v e r i f y . saw ”
Proof succeeded ! @reference function
Running r e f e r e n c e f u n c t i o n

Messages “Valid” and “Proof succeeded! @
reference function” show that the two functions have the same
behaviors, for llvm symexec and crucible llvm verify, respectively.
Listings 6, 7, and 8 show the case that FCV outputs counterexamples.

/ / llvm symexec
/ / . bc i s l l v m f o r m a t
l o a d <− l l v m l o a d m o d u l e ” add . bc ” ;

Listing 6: Wrong implemented code

// reference function
/ / v a r i a b l e x i s d e f i n e d a s 32 b i t i n t e g e r
x <− f r e s h s y m b o l i c ” x ” {| [ 3 2 ] | } ;
/ / a l l o c i s u s e d when p o i n t e r i s u s e d
let alloc ref = [];
//
let input ref = [(”x” , x , 1)];
//
let output ref = [(” return ” , 1)];
t 1 <−
llvm symexec load ” r e f e r e n c e f u n c t i o n ”
input ref output ref true ;
//
let
let
let

/ / Reference Function
u n s i g n e d i n t r e f e r e n c e f u n c t i o n ( u n s i g n e d i n t x ){
return x ∗ 2;
}

alloc ref

/ / Implementation
/ / ( llvm symexec )
u n s i g n e d i n t i m p l e m e n t a t i o n f u n c t i o n ( u n s i g n e d i n t x ){
i f ( x == 10){
return x ∗ 3;
}
r e t u r n x << 1 ;
}

implementation function
alloc imp = [ ] ;
input imp = [(” x” , x , 1 ) ] ;
output imp = [(” return ” , 1 ) ] ;

t 2 <−
llvm symexec load ” i m p l e m e n t a t i o n f u n c t i o n ” a l l o c i m p
input imp output imp true ;
// verification
thm <− a b s t r a c t s y m b o l i c {{ t 1 == t 2 }};
r e s u l t <− p r o v e z3 thm ;
//
print result ;

Listing 7: Result (SAW:llvm symexec)
$saw l l v m s y m e x e c . saw
L o a d i n g f i l e ” l l v m s y m e x e c . saw ”
Running r e f e r e n c e f u n c t i o n
Finished running r e f e r e n c e f u n c t i o n
Running i m p l e m e n t a t i o n f u n c t i o n
Finished running implementation function
prove : 1 unsolved subgoal ( s )
I n v a l i d : [ x = 10]

Listing 3: Verification script for twice program (crucible llvm verify)
// crucible llvm verify
/ / add . bc
l o a d <− l l v m l o a d m o d u l e ” add . bc ” ;
// reference function
l e t a d d s e t u p = do {
//
x <− c r u c i b l e f r e s h v a r ” x ” ( l l v m i n t 3 2 ) ;
//
crucible execute func [ crucible term x ];
//
c r u c i b l e r e t u r n ( c r u c i b l e t e r m {{ x << 2 : [ 3 2 ] } } ) ;
};
c r u c i b l e l l v m v e r i f y load ” r e f e r e n c e f u n c t i o n ” [ ] f a l s e
a d d s e t u p abc ;

Listing 8: Result (SAW:crucible llvm verify)
$saw c r u c i b l e l l v m v e r i f y . saw
L o a d i n g f i l e ” c r u c i b l e l l v m v e r i f y . saw ”
Subgoal f a i l e d : @ r e f e r e n c e f u n c t i o n s a f e t y a s s e r t i o n :
l i t e r a l equality postcondition
S o l v e r S t a t s { s o l v e r S t a t s S o l v e r s = f r o m L i s t [ ”ABC” ] ,
s o l v e r S t a t s G o a l S i z e = 60}
−−−−−−−−−−C o u n t e r e x a m p l e−−−−−−−−−−
(” x ” ,10)
user error (” crucible llvm verify ”
( c r u c i b l e l l v m v e r i f y . saw : 8 : 1 − 8 : 2 1 ) :
Proof f a i l e d . )

For these cases, when x equals to 10, the behavior differs.
SAW correctly shows the counter-examples. This is the most
useful advantage of SAW.

Listings 4 and 5 show the results, respectively.
Listing 4: Result (SAW:llvm symexec)
$saw l l v m s y m e x e c . saw
L o a d i n g f i l e ” l l v m s y m e x e c . saw ”
Running r e f e r e n c e f u n c t i o n
Finished running r e f e r e n c e f u n c t i o n
Running i m p l e m e n t a t i o n f u n c t i o n
Finished running implementation function
Valid

2.2.2

ABC

A user of SAW can analyze the LLVM using symbolic execution. The result of the execution is stored in an AIG (AndInverter Graphs) [16]. AIG data can be verified by a theorem
prover called ABC [17]. ABC is especially suited for equivalence checking [19] between two functions represented in
AIG. ABC is the default solver for SAW.
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2.3 SeaHorn
SeaHorn [4] also verifies C program code using LLVM.
SeaHorn has the following features.
• It is easy to use because a programmer can directly
write assertions in the code. The notation is based on a
simple notion of Design by Contract [20].
• Learning times for the tool are shorter than for other
formal based tools.
2.3.1 Verification Example using SeaHorn

2.4.1

Z3

Z3 [6] is one of the famous SMT solvers developed by Microsoft Research. In SMT-COMP, an SMT solver competition, it has excellent results every year. It is one of the built-in
SMT solvers by SAW.
2.4.2

CVC4

CVC4 [8] is one of the CVC (Cooperating Validity Checker)
series used by the theorem proving system, SVC developed
by Stanford University. At SMT-COMP 2017, it won in many
divisions.

Listing 9 shows an example of verification using SeaHorn.
2.4.3
Listing 9: Verification script for twice program(seahorn)
# include ” seahorn / seahorn . h”
e x t e r n i n t nd ( v o i d ) ;
/ / code under v e r i f i c a t i o n
u n s i g n e d i n t i m p l e m e n t a t i o n f u n c t i o n ( u n s i g n e d i n t x ){
r e t u r n x << 1 ;
}
i n t main ( ) {
int x , val ;
x = nd ( ) ;
v a l = nd ( ) ;
val = implementation function (x ) ;

}

// assrtion
s a s s e r t ( v a l == x ∗ 2 ) ;

Here, function nd stands for non-deterministically, and returns an arbitral value. sassert(P) states that P is true.
Listing 10 shows the result of the verification.
Listing 10: Result (SeaHorn)
$ s e a p f d o u b l e . c −−show−i n v a r s
−−− o m i t −−−
unsat
F u n c t i o n : main
main@entry : t r u e
main@entry . s p l i t : t r u e

Note that SeaHorn usually checks unsatisfiability. In other
words, unsat is printed if and only if the assertion holds in
SeaHorn.

2.4 SAT/SMT solvers
Recently a number of efficient SAT (SATisfiability problem) solvers are emerging and these solvers prove many constraint based problems. A number of satisfiability problem is
usually given as a set of clauses, where each clause is a logical disjunction of Boolean variables. The set of clauses is
evaluated as a logical conjunction of clauses. Therefore, the
set can be evaluated as satisfiable or unsatisfiable. Satisfiability problem is known as NP-complete. However, SAT solvers
efficiently proves most of instances.
SMT (Satisfiability Modulo Theories) is an extension of
SAT. Each Boolean variable is substituted with inequality expressions over integers or reals. Several classes are known for
SMT. Some of these classes are decidable and there are tools
which can efficiently proves the satisfiability of these expressions.

Yices

Yices [7] is an SMT solver developed at SRI and was upgraded as Yices 2 in 2009. It also had excellent results at
SMT-COMP 2017. It is one of the built-in SMT solvers in
SAW.
2.4.4

MathSAT

MathSAT [9] is an SMT solver which supports a wide range
of theories, such as equality and uninterpreted functions, linear arithmetic, bit-vectors, and arrays. It also supports the
computation of Craig interpolants, extractions of unsatisfiable
cores, and the generation of models and proofs.
2.4.5

SMT-RAT

SMT-RAT [10] is an SMT solver that can perform parallel
processing written in C ++. Since It is not built in as standard
in SAW, it is necessary to output a file such as smtlib2 to use
it.
2.4.6

minisat

Minisat[11] is one of the representative SAT solvers. It has
the minimum set of functions as a SAT solver, and its source
code is about 2000 lines. Because SAW does not built in as
standard, it is necessary to apply minisat after outputting in
Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) or AIG [16] format file format.

3

OUR PROPOSED METHOD

Program codes with recursive data structures have a loop
structure which has a termination condition. The termination
condition depends on the recursive data structures, thus we
cannot put a bound of the number of iterations to a fixed finite
value. For this reason, verification on such a program code
faces the so-called termination problem.
In other words, verification on program code with recursive
data structures is essentially undecidable.
In order to overcome this problem, in practice, we usually
approximate the problem by introducing the idea of bounded
verification.
Our proposed method also uses bounded verification by
bounding the size of recursive data structures.
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3.2.1

Two-level nests

The program for calculating the summation of 32-bit integers
in the parent and children nodes of a two-level nest is shown
in Fig. 5.
Listing 11 shows the data structure.
Listing 11: Two-level nest

Figure 3: Bounded Model Checking
The upper half of Fig. 3 shows that verification does not end
due to infinite size of the list, while the lower half of Fig. 3
shows that verification terminates due to the specifying of a
limit of size.

3.1 The Concept
Bounded verification usually terminates iterations of a loop
body by a fixed value. We limit the size of recursive data
structures. This is essentially the same idea of the usual bounded
model checking approaches.
For example, let us consider a linear list. We fixed the size
of the list namely n. We produce a verification script for every
pattern of the data structure with in size n (See Fig. 3).
Then we perform each formal verification for the produced
scripts.
For example, if we choose 100 as n, then we perform formal verification with size 1 to 100 of the linear list. If all of
the verification passed, we strongly assume that the program
is valid for any size of a list.
The scheme has the advantage that we can choose any feasible value of n, but as we observe, the verification time becomes large as n becomes large.
For every pattern, we perform each formal verification for
the produced script.
We use the above idea with the crucible llvm verify package for SAW, and evaluated the effectiveness of our proposed
method.
In a similar way, for fixed value n, we produce every pattern of binary trees with size 1 to n, where n is the number of
nodes in the binary tree. Figure 4 shows every pattern of the
binary trees with a size of 3.

typedef struct s {
int a ;
} s t;
/ / parent
typedef struct t {
int x ;
s t n;
} t t;
/ / reference function
i n t f r e f ( t t ∗p ) {
r e t u r n ( p−>n ) . a + p−>x ;
}
/ / implementation
i n t f i m p ( t t ∗p ) {
r e t u r n p−>x + ( p−>n ) . a ;
}

The difference between the reference function and the implementation is trivial. We simply change the left and the
right terms.
3.2.2

Linear List

The program in Fig. 6 calculates the summation of 32-bit
integers in every cell of a linear list.
Listing 12 shows the data structure of the program.
Listing 12: Linear List
s t r u c t NODE{
uint32 t val ;
s t r u c t NODE∗ n e x t ;
};
t y p e d e f s t r u c t NODE∗ n o d e t ;
/ / reference function
i n t l i n e a r 1 ( n o d e t node ){
i f ( node−>n e x t == NULL){
r e t u r n node−>v a l ;
}else{
r e t u r n node−>v a l + l i n e a r 1 ( node−>n e x t ) ;
}
}
/ / implementation
i n t l i n e a r 2 ( n o d e t node ){
i f ( node−>n e x t ! = NULL){
r e t u r n node−>v a l + l i n e a r 2 ( node−>n e x t ) ;
}else{
r e t u r n node−>v a l ;
}
}

The difference between the reference function and the implementation is in the form of the if statement.

3.2 Verification Targets
3.2.3
We perform experiments for the following three data structures.
• Two-level nests
• Linear lists with recursive definition
• Binary trees with recursive definition
In this section, we show every program under verification.

Binary Trees

The program in Fig. 7 calculates summation of 32-bit integers
in every node of a binary tree.
Listing 13 shows the data structure of the program.
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Figure 4: Patterns of Binary Trees

Figure 5: Two level nest

Figure 6: Linear List

Listing 13: Binary Tree
/ / node
s t r u c t BTREE {
uint32 t val ;
s t r u c t BTREE∗ l e f t ;
s t r u c t BTREE∗ r i g h t ;
};
/ / reference function
u i n t 3 2 t p r e o r d e r ( s t r u c t BTREE∗ t r e e ){
i f ( t r e e == NULL){
return 0;
}
r e t u r n p r e o r d e r ( t r e e −>l e f t ) +
p r e o r d e r ( t r e e −>r i g h t ) + t r e e −>v a l ;
}
/ / implementation
u i n t 3 2 t i n o r d e r ( s t r u c t BTREE∗ t r e e ){
i f ( t r e e == NULL){
return 0;
}
r e t u r n i n o r d e r ( t r e e −>l e f t ) +
t r e e −>v a l + i n o r d e r ( t r e e −>r i g h t ) ;
}

Figure 7: Binary Tree
• Memory: 8.00 GB
• Docker
– version: 18.01.0-ce
– Memory: 4096 MB
– The number of CPUs: 2
• SAW: 0.2 (2018-01-31)
– LLVM: 3.8.0
– Z3: 4.5.0
– Yices: 2.5.2

The difference between the reference function and the implementation is the order of traversal. Thus, the difference is
not trivial.

– minisat: 2.2.0
– SMT-RAT: 2.1.0
• SeaHorn: 0.1.0-rc3

4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

– LLVM: 3.6.0

The experiment environment is summarized as follows.
• OS: Windows 10 64-bit
• CPU: Intel Core i7-4500U CPU @ 1.80GHz 2.39GHz

4.1

Comparison of SMT Solvers: EXP 1

We evaluate the verification results and CPU execution times
using the built-in function “Output a file for SAT/SMT solver”
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of SAW. For ABC, we use a proof package named crucible
llvm verify. For other SAT/SMT solvers, we use a proof
package named llvm symexec.

Table 4: Results for Two-level nests (SAW and SeaHorn)
Verification Tool
CPU Time

SAW
1.06

SeaHorn
0.104

4.2 Comparison of SAW and SeaHorn: Exp 2
We evaluate the verification results and CPU execution times
using SAW and SeaHorn. We use a proof package named crucible llvm verify.

t!
Table 5: Results for Linear List (SAW and SeaHorn)
Verification Tool
CPU time

4.3 THE RESULTS
For all results, T/O specifies that verification time is over
3,600 sec. The ‘–’ symbol shows a failure of verification.
The unit of time is second.

Verification Tool
CPU time

4.3.2 Comparison with SAW and SeaHorn
Table 4 summarizes verification of Two-level nests using SAW
and SeaHorn.
Table 5 summarizes the verification of Linear Lists of size
100 using SAW and SeaHorn.
Table 6 summarizes the verification of Binary Trees of depth
5 using SAW and SeaHorn.
Table 1: Results for Two-level nests
SMT/SAT
CPU time

ABC
1.06

Z3
1.23

Yices
1.47

minisat
1.24

SMTRAT
T/O

Table 2: Results for Linear List
SMT/SAT
CPU time

ABC
6.981

CVC4
1.132

Z3
59.110

Yices
307.307

Mathsat
–

SeaHorn
–

Table 6: Results for Binary Tree (SAW and SeaHorn)

4.3.1 Comparison of SAT/SMT solvers
Table 1 summarizes the verification of Two-level nest with
varying SAT/SMT solvers.
Table 2 summarizes the verification of Linear Lists of size
100 with varying SMT/SAT solvers.
Table 3 summarizes the verification of Binary Trees of depth
5 with varying SAT/SMT solvers.

SAW
1.47

5

SAW
0.51

SeaHorn
–

DISCUSSION

We verified a variety of code structures by applying bounded
verification to functions that deal with structures including recursion. We can verify two-level nest and linear list structures
correctly using crucible lvm verify. SeaHorn can only verify
two-level nests. It was not possible to verify the binary tree
structure by all verification methods.
In Exp1, the verification succeeded when we used the “crucible lvm verify” package.
In Exp2, it was possible to verify Linear List structures with
100 elements. When we investigated the maximum number
of elements that package could be handled, the number of elements was about 5000. In a realistic verification, since sufficient verification can be performed even with the list structure
up to 1000 elements, the bounded verification method can be
applied. For binary tree structures, we can also obtain good
results.
On the other hand, verification using SeaHorn needs less
verification time for Two-level nest about one tenth of SAW.
Therefore, it is superior to the SAW in view of the verification
time. However, when trying to verify a program dealing with
recursive structure, recursive functions. it automatically skips
the analysis of the structures. Thus, it is impossible to handle
programs containing recursive structures. As a result, it can
be said that SAW that can handle of recursive structures is
superior to that of SeaHorn at the present.

6

CONCLUSION

Table 3: Results for Binary Tree
SMT/SAT
pattern 1
pattern 2
pattern 3
pattern 4
pattern 5

ABC
0.685
0.682
0.673
0.649
0.646

CVC4
0.502
0.530
0.491
0.490
0.489

Z3
0.484
0.483
0.478
0.465
0.461

Yices
0.471
0.467
0.469
0.469
0.501

Mathsat
0.571
0.575
0.604
0.580
0.570

This paper proposed a new method for Formal Conformance
Verification based on bounded model checking for programs
with recursive data structures. We also conducted an experimental evaluation using SAW. We showed that the proposed
method works well for a simple program which deals with
calculations over a linear list.
In future work, we want to improve the performance for
binary trees and other complex data structures.
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Abstract—With the recent popularization of omnidirectional cameras, multi-viewpoint live videos are now often
broadcast via the Internet. Multi-viewpoint live broadcasting
services allow viewers to change their viewpoints arbitrarily.
To reduce the computational load of video processes such as
effect additions, various distributed Internet live broadcasting systems have been developed. These systems are designed for single-viewpoint live videos, in which the screen
images (images to be watched by viewers) are the same for
all viewers. However, in multi-viewpoint Internet live
broadcasting services, the screen images differ according to
the viewpoint selected by the viewer. Thus, one of the main
research challenges for multi-viewpoint Internet live broadcasting is how to reduce the computational load of adding
effects under different screen images. In this paper, we propose and develop a distributed multi-viewpoint Internet live
broadcasting system. To distribute the computational load of
video processes, our proposed system adopts ECA (event,
condition, action) rules. For the systems using ECA rules, it
is difficult to determine whether effects should be added on
the server side or the player side. To determine this to reduce the computational load effectively, we classify ECA
rules.
Keywords: Streaming Delivery, Internet Live Broadcasting,
Multi-viewpoint Camera

1

ting systems. However, in multi-viewpoint Internet live
broadcasting services, the screen images differ according to
the viewpoint selected by the user. Thus, screen images cannot be shared among processing servers. Here, one of the
main research challenges for multi-viewpoint Internet live
broadcasting systems is how to reduce the computational
load required to add effects under different screen images.
In this paper, focusing on this challenge, we propose and
develop a distributed multi-viewpoint Internet live broadcasting system. In our proposed system, video effects that
can be shared among viewers are added by some distributed
processing servers (i.e., on the server side). Video effects
that cannot be shared among viewers are added by video
players (i.e., on the player side). In such systems, it is difficult to determine whether it is better to add effects on the
server side or player side. To determine this so as to effectively reduce the computational load, we use grouped rules.
Moreover, we develop a distributed multi-viewpoint Internet
live broadcasting system adopting our proposed rules system.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we introduce some related work. We describe the
design and the architecture of our proposed system in Section 3. Evaluation results are presented in Section 4 and discussed in Section 5. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 6.

2

INTRODUCTION

With the recent popularization of omnidirectional cameras,
multi-viewpoint live videos are often broadcast through the
Internet. In multi-viewpoint Internet live broadcasting services, viewers can arbitrarily change their viewpoints. For
example, major live broadcasting services such as YouTube
Live and Facebook provide 360° videos in which each user
can select their desired viewpoint. In recent Internet live
broadcasting services, viewers or broadcasters have been
able to add video or audio effects to the broadcast videos.
To reduce the computational load including them for adding
such effects, a number of distributed Internet live broadcasting systems have been developed [1], [2].
These systems are designed for single-viewpoint live videos, and the screen images (images to be watched by viewers) are the same for all viewers. Therefore, screen images
can be shared among processing servers, and the computational load can be reduced by exploiting distributed compu-

RELATED WORK

Some systems for distributing video processing loads have
been proposed. Most of them fix load distribution procedures in advance. However, starting Internet live broadcasting is easy in recent years, and it is difficult to grasp which
machines start Internet live broadcastings. Therefore, conventional systems establish load distributions at server side.
MediaPaaS encodes, re-encodes, and delivers video using
a server machine provided by cloud computing services [2].
Different from MediaPaas, our proposed system establishes
load distributions using PIAX [3], a P2P agent platform. The
system has multiple servers to broadcast videos, and once a
client (video recording terminal) connects to a server to
broadcast its recorded video, one of the servers is randomly
selected by the load distribution server. The loads caused by
broadcasting videos are distributed among the servers. In [1],
we confirmed that the video processing time for encoding
and distributing videos can be reduced by distributing the
processing load to some servers.
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An Internet live broadcasting system that allows the viewing of recently recorded videos (playback) was proposed in
[4]. Several methods have been proposed for reducing the
delay time for the distribution of videos in live Internet
broadcasting. SmoothCache 2.0 [5], video data from other
peers are cached and distributed among a P2P network. As a
result, the communication load and delay times are reduced.
Dai et al. also proposed a distributed video broadcasting
system using P2P networks to reduce delay times [6]. In the
HD method proposed in [7], communication traffic is reduced by simultaneously transmitting image data to a number of viewers using one-to-many broadcasting with one-toone communication. Even in our proposed system, these
delay reduction methods can be applied when delivering
videos, but our current research considers the addition of
video or audio effects.
Gibbon et al. proposed a system that performs video processing by transferring the data captured by a camera to a
computer with high processing capabilities [8]. Ting et al.
proposed a system that directly stores images captured by
computers with low processing power in external storage
devices, such as cloud storage [9]. However, these systems
target stored video data and cannot be applied to live Internet broadcasting.
J. Bae et al. proposed a concept of blocks to classify processing flows into several patterns. A block is a minimal
unit that specifies the behaviors represented in a process
model [10]. A. Frömmgen et al. proposed a learning algorithm of complex nonlinear network nodes by genetic algorithm and ECA rules in [11]. As described in these papers, it
is important to learn effective sequences to execute ECA
rules. These are not focused on multi-viewpoint image processing. We propose a model focused on image processing
with multi-viewpoint image processing.

3 DISTRIBUTED INTERNET LIVE
BROADCASTING SYSTEM
In this section, we explain our previously developed
cloud-based live broadcasting system using ECA (event,
condition, action) rules. After that, we explain our proposed
multi-viewpoint Internet live broadcasting system.

3.1.1

DWServer

DWServer
P

Effector

Effector

P

2.Server selection

Figure 1: System architecture of the
different world broadcasting system
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In our previous research [1], we constructed a differentworld broadcasting system using virtual machines (VMs)
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Figure 2: Load distribution mechanism using PIAX
provided by a cloud service. These machines work as the
different world broadcasting servers that add video effects.
In general, a number of VMs can easily be used in a cloud
service. The use of multiple VMs as different world broadcasting servers enable a high-speed addition of effects by
distributing the load among different world broadcasting
servers. Therefore, we implemented a distributed live Internet broadcasting system using the cloud service and evaluated its performance. In our developed system, video effect
additions are executed on the VMs provided by the cloud
service.
Processing loads on different world broadcasting servers
can be distributed by considering the load distribution when
selecting a server. In conventional systems, load distribution
is established by connecting processing servers via a load
balancing mechanism such as a load balancer. In this method, when the load distribution mechanism needs to switch to
another server while the video is being transmitted, the connection is interrupted. For this reason, it is difficult to switch
servers while keeping smooth video plays. Therefore, in the
different world broadcasting system, the load balancing
mechanism selects a different world broadcasting server
based on the requests.

3.1.2 System Architecture
The system architecture of the different world broadcasting system is shown in Fig. 1. There are three types of machine. The first is the client, which has cameras and records
live videos. The second is the different world broadcasting
servers, which execute processes for videos such as encoding, decoding, or video effect additions. The third type is the
viewer, which plays the live videos. Each client selects a
different world broadcasting server that executes the desired
video effect, and transmits the video effect library and the
recorded video to the different world broadcasting server.
The different world broadcasting server is a VM of the
cloud service that executes video processing on the video
transmitted from the clients according to their requests. The
video processed by the different world broadcasting server
is delivered to the viewers via the video distributions service.
In the system, viewers receive the processed video after selecting the server or channel of the video distributions service.
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Figure 3: An overview of our designed distributed
multi-viewpoint Internet live broadcasting system

3.1.3

Figure 4: An image of the coordinate conversion

Load Distribution Mechanism

Figure 2 shows the load distribution mechanism of our developed system. The client software and the client side PIAX system are installed in the client. The different world
broadcasting server software and the server side PIAX system is installed on the different world broadcasting servers.
PIAX [3] is an open-source, Java-based platform middleware that enables efficient server resource searches using
the resource search function of the overlay network. The
PIAX systems used by the client and the different world
broadcasting servers connect with each other via the overlay
network. The client side PIAX system searches the overlay
network according to the client software requests. The system selects a different world broadcasting server from the
list, and then the client side PIAX system returns the IP address of the selected server and listens to the stated port
number of the server software. The client software then establishes a connection with the different world broadcasting
server and starts transmitting the video. New connections
from the client are controlled based on the load state of the
different world broadcasting server.

3.2 Extension of Different World Broadcasting System
Figure 3 shows an overview of our designed multiviewpoint Internet live broadcasting system. As shown in
the figure, our system converts the coordinates of videos
from polar to rectangular when different world broadcasting
servers execute processing. After that, the video images are
delivered to viewers.
In this section, we first explain image conversion of
multi-viewpoint videos and our design of ECA rules for
multi-viewpoint videos. Then show some examples of ECA
rules.

Figure 5: Server software and client software

3.2.1

Image Conversion of Multi-Viewpoint
Videos

With omnidirectional cameras, it is not realistic to take
dozens of omnidirectional images from a certain viewpoint
and synthesize them on a computer to create a panoramic
image. Instead, we create multi-viewpoint videos from panoramic images. The lower left part of Fig. 5 shows two panoramic images (front and back) for a multi-viewpoint video.
These panoramic images were obtained from cameras using
fisheye lenses. It is necessary to convert these images into a
planar image. There are many methods that obtain wide images from car-mounted fisheye lenses and correct the distortion [12]. Figure 4 shows how to obtain a wide image from a
panoramic image in our proposed system. As shown in this
figure, the wide images are obtained by assuming an imaginary hemispherical border for the panoramic images. The
converted wide image is shown in the upper left part of Fig.
5. The conversion transforms virtual hemispherical polar
coordinates into rectangular coordinates using the equation
(1). In our proposed system, the distributed processing of
polar/rectangular coordinates is performed using a different
world broadcasting server.
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Figure 7: Examples of hierarchical ECA rules
Figure 6: Examples of ECA rules
Table 1: Events in Communication

Event Name
Receive_Data
Finish_Transmission
Computer_Request
Change_Server

Description
Occurs when receives data.
Occurs when data transmission
finishes.
Occurs when recommend server
request.
Occurs when DWS server is busy

Table 2: Variables for Conditions in Communication

Variable Name
Data[]
Transmission_Result
Turn-around-avg
T-around-avg-diff

Action Name
Dispatch

3.2.2

Description
Received data
Result of transmission
Turn around time average
Turn around time average previous differential

Table 3: Actions in Communication

Description
Launch Dispatcher

Example of ECA Rules Set

In multi-viewpoint Internet live broadcasting services, the
screen images differ according to the viewpoint selected by
the user. Thus, the processes for adding effects are usually
executed on the users’ computers. On the other hand, general processes for Internet live broadcasting such as video
encoding, video distribution are executed on the broadcaster’s computer or the distribution servers. This means that
processes for distributed multi-viewpoint
Internet live broadcasting systems have some types. We
design three types for ECA rules. One is the effect type that
is related to video effects. The viewers’ computers are suitable for the execution of this type because they do not need to
transmit video data to others. Other one is the communication type and the rules in this type is executed on the computers performing communications. The last one is the processing type. The DWB servers are suitable for the execution of this type because they execute these processes.

3.2.3 Design of ECA Rules for MultiViewpoint Videos
Video effects have various procedures. For example, the
face detection process is generally performed before the
mosaic effect is applied to the detected face. The “Timer” or
“Message” functions of the ECA rules in the proposed system can define such procedures. If the procedure is defined
in order-dependent ECA rules, the system needs to execute
the rules according to the sequence. Otherwise, if the ECA
rules do not depend on the processing request, the system
can execute the rules concurrently. This reduces the processing time compared with order-dependent ECA rules. In
the current system, it is impossible to process ECA rules in
parallel. The parallel processing of cloud computing services is left as a future task. Lists of events, conditions, and
actions are described in our previous research [1]. We list
some of them in Tables 1-3. Figure 6 shows an example of
two ECA rules. In this example, the servers with IP addresses 192.168.0.5 and 6 are assigned as initial machines for the
video processing requests from video recording terminals
for the condition named “Num_Find_Object” and “Spherical_coordinates_Convert.”
In cases where the processes of ECA rules have a sequence, the system should execute the processes in the order
of the sequence. For example, Fig. 7 shows an example of
the sequences of ECA rules. Some example sequences follow:
• 1. Is it a fisheye lens image? → Perform full spherical
coordinate transformation → Human detection.
• 2. Are humans in the image → Who? → Match with a
specific person → Blur is applied.
• 3. Are humans in the image → Is it a known person
registered in the DB? → If it is an unregistered person,
blur.
The ECA rules are classified into hierarchies of detection,
conversion, inquiry, and pixel processing.

3.2.4

Implementation of Proposed System

We developed a distributed live Internet broadcasting system using Microsoft Azure as a cloud service. The different
world broadcasting servers run on the VMs provided by
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Figure 8: Turnaround times under one cloud server
Table 4: Specifications of Microsoft Azure VMs
OS
Microsoft Windows Server 2016
Microsoft Azure Standalone Server Microsoft Corporation
Plan
Virtual Machine x64-based PC
CPU
Intel E5-2697 v3 Equivalent 2.4GHz
Main memory
3.584GB

CPU

Main
memory

Table 5: Specifications of Client PCs
Client PC1
Client PC2
Client PC3
Microsoft Win- Microsoft Win- Microsoft
dows 10 Pro dows 10 Pro Windows 10
Version
Version
Pro Version
1709,1511
1709,1511
1709,1511
Intel i7-7660U Intel i5-6300U Intel
i3Equivalent
Equivalent
4020Y
2.5GHz
2.4GHz
Equivalent
1.5GHz
8.00 GB
8.00 GB
4.00 GB

Azure. Each VM is logically connected through a virtual
network, which is one of the services provided by Microsoft
Azure. Figure 5 shows a screenshot of the server software
and client software. When starting the process of adding
video effects, it provides an interface of the different world
broadcasting server software. Using the client software, we
can visually check the result of applying the selected effects.
The client software holds the IP address of different world
broadcasting servers from which video processing can be
requested. If the “Apply distributed processing” checkbox in
the client software dialog box is selected, the client software
requests the different world broadcasting server to execute
the video processing specified by the pull-down menu of the
initial IP address.

4
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1000
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6000

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We evaluated the performances of our implemented system.

4.1 Experimental System
In this evaluation, a different world broadcasting server
was running on a VM provided by the Microsoft Azure service. Table 4 lists the specifications of the VM and OS. We
used five different VMs for different world broadcasting
servers. Open CV, parallelized by Intel’s Parallel Compu-
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Figure 9: Turnaround times under three cloud servers
ting Library TBB [13], was used as a library for executing
video processing on different world broadcasting servers.
The clients were PCs installed at Osaka University. Table 5
lists the specifications of the client PCs. We attached a full
omnidirectional camera to only one PC. These PCs communicated with different world broadcasting servers via different home optical networks to avoid network congestion.

4.2 Evaluation Environment
We used a Theta S (RICHO Co., Ltd.) omnidirectional
camera for evaluating our proposed system. Each video
frame was encoded in JPEG format, transmitted, and received as a USB virtual camera. Image conversion and rule
processing were realized by different world broadcasting. In
the evaluation, we measured the time from the start of generating the original image data to the time that the processed
image data were obtained. To confirm the efficiency of the
proposed system, the video processing time, including the
processing time of the ECA rule and the turnaround time,
was measured as evaluation items.
This includes the following four items:
a) Preprocessing time during which the client receives data
(same as the time from the end of reception of previous
frame data to the start of the next frame data transmission).
b) Communication time, while different world broadcasting servers receive frame data.
c) Processing time on different world broadcasting servers.
d) Communication time during which the client receives
frame data from a different world broadcasting server.
The video processing time is defined as the time from the
start of the video processing, excluding the video data reception time, to the end of the processing.
To select an available different world broadcasting server,
we used the PIAX overlay network described in subsection
3.1. When a different world broadcasting server overloads,
the server sends a notification to the PIAX process on the
server side and waits until the load has decreased. The turnaround time of the evaluation was measured in two cases.
The first case is a concentrated case in which three clients
request video processing from one of three different world
broadcasting servers. The second case is a completely distributed scenario in which each of the client requests is sent
to a different server.
As the video image processing for the evaluation
experiments, face detections are executed on the processing
servers after the coordinate conversions.
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Figure 10: Turnaround time under one server

4.3 Influence of the Number of Servers
Processes were assigned among the different world broadcasting servers based on ECA rules.
Figures 8 and 9 show the evaluation results of the turnaround time under the evaluation environment described in
Section 4.1. The horizontal axis is the recorded frame number, and the vertical axis is the turnaround time. In Fig. 8,
which shows the case where the load is concentrated on a
single different world broadcasting server, the turnaround
times gradually increase. Figure 9 shows the case where the
image processing requests are distributed to three different
world broadcasting servers. In this case, the turnaround time
is less than 1500 ms, and the processing delay is around
7500 ms.
In the real environment of Microsoft Azure, the different
world broadcasting server from which PC 2 requests image
effect processing is a VM in the East Japan region. Therefore, there were variations in the communication route, and
the turnaround time changes largely.
We also measured the turnaround time required to change
the processing server to the recommended different world
broadcasting server by PIAX. The average time required to
process a query for determining the recommended different
world broadcasting server was 16 ms.
As a result, we confirmed that the processing requests are
allocated to the different world broadcasting servers based
on the ECA rule, and the load is distributed. Moreover, we
confirmed that the turnaround time might fluctuate, even for
VMs with similar hardware performance, under the effects
of communication delays.

4.4 Influence of Computational Load
We measured the turnaround times, changing the loads of
DWB servers. To change the loads, we gradually increased
the load caused by human face detection every one frame
and measured the turnaround time. The results are shown in
Figures 10 and 11.
The turnaround times were measured to determine whether
the load is concentrated on one virtual server or not. The
turnaround times were approximately 1000 ms in this experiment. We have measured the turnaround time for singleviewpoint videos in previous research [14]. The turnaround

PC2

PC3

Figure 11: Turnaround time under three servers
times were approximately 16 ms. Comparing with this result,
the turnaround times for multi-viewpoint videos are longer
because the data amount is larger.

5

DISCUSSION

5.1 Fluctuation of Turnaround Times
In our evaluation experiments, even when the calculation
load was distributed among the three servers, video processing was sometimes concentrated on only one server. We
used two networks for evaluation. (NTT’s FLET’S Hikari
and K-Opticom’s eo light). When requests are concentrated
on one different world broadcasting server, the turnaround
time is relatively long. When requests from clients are concentrated on a single server, the processing load is distributed to the different world broadcasting server.
Moreover, the video processing involved detecting faces in
the video using the specified effect described in the ECA
rule. Results using the test rules are shown in Figures 10 and
11, which confirm the fluctuations in turnaround time
among cloud computing service VMs. This is caused by
actual server performance fluctuations due to differences in
the cloud environment of the network distance. Such issues
should be considered when the user configures the system.

5.2 Effectiveness of ECA Rules
In previous research, we implemented a distributed Internet live broadcasting system using a cloud service and evaluated its performance. In the installed system, the processing of additional effects is performed using the VM provided by the cloud service. By determining which processing should be allocated to the VM using the ECA rule, it
is possible to flexibly change the computer that executes the
processing. As a result of our previous evaluations, we confirmed that the turnaround time of the effect adding process
could be reduced. As an ECA rule for load balancing to be
given to client software, the effect selection made by the
client software is set as an event, and a list of corresponding
enquiries is set in advance as an IP address. As a result, the
server selection is performed automatically and smoothly in
the process of adding special video effects.
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Figure 12: Image of the hierarchical rules
In cases where the processes of an ECA rule have sequences, the system should execute the processes in the order of the sequence. Otherwise, the system can execute them
in parallel.
In this paper, we have proposed grouped three-stage rules.
After the rules have been prepared, the location for their
processing is selected to be either: (1) a local client, (2) edge
computing, or (3) cloud computing. An image of the
grouped rules is shown in Fig. 12, and the example rules are
shown in Fig. 13. In this rule system, the different world
broadcasting server that adds the video effects changes as
the performance of the current server varies.

6

CONCLUSION

In this research, we have proposed and developed a multiviewpoint distributed live Internet (different world)
broadcasting system. One of the main research challenges
for multi-viewpoint Internet live broadcasting systems is
how to reduce the computational load required to add effects
under different screen images. Our proposed system adopts
ECA rules for executing video processes. In this research,
we focused on which computer executes the rules, we
classified the rules into three types. Each type has a suitable
computer for its execution. By classifying ECA rules to
these types, our proposed system establishes appropriate
execution of rules for video processes.
In future work, we plan to exploit edge computing environments in which computers on the edge of the Internet can
execute video processes. This could reduce the processing
time because edge computers have short turnaround times.
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Abstract - Elliptic curve signatures as ECDSA have features that the processing is faster and the signature length is
shorter than those of RSA signatures with same security. The
use of elliptic curve signatures was decided for the V2X communication with limited bandwidth. However, higher processing speed is required.
In an elliptic curve signature using 256-bit prime p, thousands of modular multiplications X · Y mod p performed
according to a signature algorithm are dominant. Therefore,
how to speed up multiplications and mod p computations is
one of the objectives of researches on elliptic curve signature implementations. One of speeding up method of reduction mod p is to use a special form of prime called pseudo
Mersenne prime such that p = 2n − k, where k is a small
value. However, in an elliptic curve signature, computation
of mod l with another integer l, which is the order of a base
point, is also required although the number is a few.
In this paper, the authors give a program to construct elliptic curves such that reduction mod l can be computed as
mod a pseudo Mersenne prime. The program found elliptic curves 638y 2 = x3 + 10x2 + x mod p = 2256 − 58097,
82y 2 = x3 +18x2 +x mod p = 2256 −507225, and 3805y 2 =
x3 + 18x2 + x mod p = 2256 − 979077 1 .
Keywords: Elliptic Curve, Elliptic Curve Signature, Modular Multiplication, Pseudo Mersenne Prime

1 INTRODUCTION
Recently, elliptic curve signatures as ECDSA are often used
in the TLS communication and block chains. In Europe, it
was decided to use an elliptic curve signature in the V2X
communication [5]. Elliptic curve signature compared with
RSA signature has the advantage that signature generation/
veriﬁcation is faster and signature length is shorter with same
security. However, signature veriﬁcation in the V2X communication requires further speeding up.
Elliptic curve is a cubic curve given by
y 2 = x3 + ax + b (Weierstrass form), or
By 2 = x3 + Ax2 + x (Montgomery curve),
where x and y are variables. A remarkable feature of elliptic
curve is that an operation + is deﬁned2 in the set of points on
E, and the set forms a group for the operation [15].
1 This work was supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number 16K00188.
2 The

operation + is conventionally used for the operation, however, it is
different from ordinary addition.

Dominant processes of the operation +, which is explained
in Sec.2.2, is modular multiplications
X · Y mod p

(1)

for X, Y ∈ Fp = {0, 1, 2, · · · , p − 1}, where p is typically a
256-bit prime. The calculation of (1) is divide into
Z

←

X · |{z}
Y ,
|{z}

(2)

256 bit 256 bit

W

←

Z mod p .
|{z}
|{z}

512 bit

(3)

256 bit

Dominant operation of elliptic curve cryptosystems (ECCs)
including elliptic curve signatures is thousands of modular
multiplications (1). Therefore, it is important to speed up
(2) and (3) to speed up processes of elliptic curve signatures.
As explained in Sec.2.4, using Montgomery curve rather than
Weierstrass form reduces the number of modular multiplications required for signature generation and veriﬁcation. Moreover, when a coefﬁcient A of Montgomery curve is 6, 10, 14,
and 18, the number of modular multiplications is further reduced.
Karatsuba method, use of high speed multiplier, and parallel implementation speed up integer multiplications. Montgomery reduction [8] that can be applied to arbitrary odd number p is a famous method for reduction mod p. Also, when p
is a pseudo Mersenne prime written as p = 2n − k, k < 2n/2 ,
reduction mod p can be very efﬁcient.
Curve25519 [1] is a Montgomery curve
E25519 : y 2 = x3 + 486662x2 + x
for a pseudo Mersenne prime p = 2255 − 19. Curve25519 is
secure and suitable for high-speed implementation of ECCs
and then it has attracted attention in recent years. Some of
NIST curves [11], which are elliptic curves for ECCs standardized by NIST, also use pseudo Mersenne prime.
In public key encryptions as ECElGamal and key agreements as ECDH using elliptic curves, required reduction is
mod p only. On the contrary, in elliptic curve signatures, required reductions are not only mod p but also mod l, where
l is the order of a base point.
The order l of a base point on Curve25519 and NIST curves
is not pseudo Mersenne prime. Hence, when implementing
a signature using these curves, we have to use Montgomery
reduction to compute reduction mod l. However, when implementing an elliptic curve signature by hardware and applying the high-speed reduction for mod p and Montgomery
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reduction for mod l in-creases the hardware scale. Applying Montgomery reduction for both of mod p and mod l increases computation time. Therefore, it is desirable to be able
to compute mod l by same way of mod p.
The purpose of this paper is to make a program to ﬁnd
Montgomery curves such that mod l can be computed by same
way of mod p for pseudo Mersenne prime and A = 6, 10,
14, and 18, and to give examples of such curves.
Sec.2 explains the deﬁnition of elliptic curve, operation +,
scalar multiplication, coordinate system, secure elliptic curve,
and Curve25519. Sec.3 introduces ECDSA that is the most
popular elliptic curve signature. Sec.4 introduces efﬁcient reduction methods. Sec.5 is the contribution of this paper. Sec.5
proposes a requirement for elliptic curves to be suitable for
ECDSA. Then, Sec.5 makes a program to ﬁnd elliptic curves
that meet the requirement, and gives examples of such curves.
Sec.?? concludes this paper and gives future work.

2 ELLIPTIC CURVE
Sec.2 introduces subjects of elliptic curves required for this
paper. For details for subjects of Secs.2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, refer
to [15] or [4].

Elliptic curve is a cubic curve given by

(5)

with variables x, y. When used in cryptosystems, Montgomery
curve (5) is often selected because it can reduce the cost of
cryptographic processes.
For a prime p, the set Fp is deﬁned as
Fp = {0, 1, 2, · · · , p − 1}
Then, elliptic curve E can be considered on Fp . We consider
an elliptic curve
E ′ : y 2 = x3 + 2
on F5 as an example. For x, y ∈ F5 = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, when
2

The set adding this set with the point at inﬁnity O 3 is written
as E ′ (F5 ).
E ′ (F5 ) = {(2, 0), (3, 2), (3, 3), (4, 1), (4, 4), O}

3

y = x + 2 mod 5
is satisﬁed, (x, y) is regarded as a point in E ′ on F5 . For
example, (2, 0) is a point in E ′ on F5 because

#E(Fp ) = p + 1 − t.

#E ′ (Fp ) = #E(Fp ) or 2p + 2 − #E(Fp ).
When #E ′ (Fp ) = 2p + 2 − #E(Fp ), E ′ is called the twist
of E.
Let E be an elliptic curve and L the order of E(Fp ). Then,
it is known that
√
√
(7)
p+1−2 p≤L≤p+1+2 p
is held (Hasse’s theorem). That means L is close to p. Conversely, for a prime p and an integer L satisfying (7), Weierstrass form elliptic curve E exists such that #E(Fp ) = L.
On the other hand, when E is a Montgomery curve, the order
is always a multiple of 4.

2.2

Operation +

Let E be an elliptic curve given by Weierstrass form (4) or
Montgomery curve (5). Then, the operation + in E(Fp ) is
deﬁned as follows.
1. For any P ∈ E(Fp ),
P + O = O + P 4.

02 = 23 + 2 mod 5
is satisﬁed. (1, 1) is not a point in E ′ on F5 because
12 ̸= 13 + 2 mod 5.
Executing a program (written for PARI/GP [12]) of Fig. 1,
we see that all points in E ′ on F5 are
{(2, 0), (3, 2), (3, 3), (4, 1), (4, 4)}.

(6)

The order of E(Fp ), #E(Fp ), is deﬁned as the number of
points in E(Fp ). Hence, the order of E ′ (F5 ) is 6. The trace
of E(Fp ) is deﬁned as an integer t such that

(4)

or
E : By 2 = x3 + Ax2 + x (Montgomery curve)

Figure 1: Program for ﬁnding Fp points on E ′

When a Montgomery curve E : By 2 = x3 + Ax2 + x on
Fp has the trace t, another Montgomery curve E ′ : B ′ y 2 =
x3 + Ax2 + x has the trace t or −t. In other words, we have

2.1 Deﬁnition of Elliptic Curve
E : y 2 = x3 + ax + b (Weierstrass form)

\\Finding points on elliptic curve
{
p=5;
for(x=0,p-1,
for(y=0,p-1,
if((yˆ2-(xˆ3+2))%p==0,
print([x,y]);
);
);
);
}

2. In the case of P = (x1 , y1 ), Q = (−x1 , y1 ) ∈ E(Fp ),
P + Q = O.
considering an elliptic curve in the real plane, O is intuitively
(∞, ∞) and then O is called “the point at inﬁnity.” When also considering
an elliptic curve in Fp , O is called the point at inﬁnity [16, IV.1]. Although O
is a special point, it can be dealt with as normal one in projective coordinate
system. Refer to [16, Appendix A] for details.
4 O plays a role of zero element in the operation.
3 When
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Table 1: Computation of Pi + Pj on E ′ (F5 )
P0
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5

P0
P0
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5

P1
P1
P0
P4
P5
P2
P3

P2
P2
P4
P3
P0
P5
P1

P3
P3
P5
P0
P2
P1
P4

P4
P4
P2
P5
P1
P3
P0

P5
P5
P3
P1
P4
P0
P2

3. In the case of P = (x1 , y1 ), Q = (x2 , y2 ) ∈ E(Fp ), x1̸=
x2 , and P ̸= Q, P + Q = (x3 , y3 ) is computed as

y1 − y2

λ=
,


x1 − x2

(8)
2
x3 = λ − x1 − x2 , 



y3 = λ(x1 − x3 ) − y1 .
4. In the case of P = Q = (x1 , y1 ) ∈ E(Fp ), P + Q =
(x3 , y3 ) is computed as
 2

3x1 + a




Weierstrass
E:



2y1


λ=

2


3x
+Ax
+1
1

 1
E: Montgomery,
(9)
2By1





x3 = λ2 − 2x1 ,



y3 = λ(x1 − x3 ) − y1 ,
where a, A, and B are coefﬁcients of Eqs. (4) and (5). Eqs.(8)
and (9) are called addition formula and doubling formula, respectively.
For any P, Q, R ∈ E(Fp ), the following are held.
1. (P + Q) + R = P + (Q + R)
2. P + O = O + P = P
3. For P = (x1 , y1 ) and Q = (−x1 , y1 ), P + Q = O.
4. P + Q = Q + P
That the above holds means that E(Fp ) forms a group. This
property is very signiﬁcant, and it is also used for cryptosystems.
Let E ′ (F5 ) of (6) be written as


P0 = O, P1 = (2, 0), P2 = (3, 2),
E ′ (F5 ) =
. (10)
P3 = (3, 3), P4 = (4, 1), P5 = (4, 4)
Then, all results of Pi + Pj are given by Table 1.

2.3 Scalar Multiplication
For a base point P ∈ E(Fp ) and a natural number n, additions of n terms of P ,
nP = P + P + · · · + P
is called scalar multiplication. For P ∈ E(Fp ), the order of P
is deﬁned as the smallest positive integer l such that lP = O.
For the order L of E(Fp ) and the order l of P ∈ E(Fp ),
the followings are held (Lagrange’s theorem).
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1. l is a divisor of L.
2. LP = O.
Let E ′ (F5 ) be of (10). Then, we see that 2P1 , 3P1 , 4P1 ,
· · · are
2P1 = P1 + P1 = O,
3P1 = 2P1 + P1 = O + P1 = P1 ,
4P1 = 3P1 + P1 = P1 + P1 = O,
5P1 = 4P1 + P1 = O + P1 = P1 ,
6P1 = 5P1 + P1 = P1 + P1 = O,
and 2P4 , 3P4 , 4P4 , · · · are
2P4
3P4
4P4
5P4
6P4

= P4 + P4 = P3 ,
= 2P4 + P4 = P3 + P4
= 3P4 + P4 = P1 + P4
= 4P4 + P4 = P2 + P4
= 5P4 + P4 = P5 + P4

= P1 ,
= P2 ,
= P5 ,
= O.

Hence, the order of P1 ∈ E ′ (F5 ) is 2, and the order of P4 ∈
E ′ (F5 ) is 6. Also we see Lagrange’s theorem holds.
Algorithm 1 (Binary method) and Algorithm 2 (Montgomery
reduction) are algorithms for computing a scalar multiplication. Let n be a k-bit integer, and
n = (nk−1 , nk−2 , · · · , n0 )2
be the binary representation of n. Then, Algorithm 1 takes
k doubling formulas and k/2 addition formulas on average,
and Algorithm 2 takes k doubling formulas and k addition
formulas.
Algorithm 1 (Binary method)
Input: P ∈ E(Fp ), n = (nk−1 nk−2 · · · n0 )2 ∈ N
Output: nP ∈ E(Fp )
1. Q ← P
2. for i = k − 2 down to 0
3.
Q ← 2Q
4.
if ni = 1 then Q ← Q + P
5. end for
6. return Q

Algorithm 2 (Montgomery ladder)
Input: P ∈ E(Fp ), n = (nk−1 nk−2 · · · n0 )2 ∈ N
Output: nP ∈ E(Fp )
1. Q0 ← O, Q1 ← P
2. for i = k − 1 down to 0
3.
if ni = 0 then Q1 ← Q0 + Q1 , Q0 ← 2Q0
4.
if ni = 1 then Q0 ← Q0 + Q1 , Q1 ← 2Q1
5. end for
6. return Q0
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2.4 Coordinate System
Addition formula (8) and doubling formula (9) needs a division, whose cost is high, to compute λ. Hence, we would
like to compute both formulas without division.
For a point (x, y) in the xy coordinate system, another coordinate system that uses X, Y, Z satisfying x = X/Z, y =
Y /Z to represent (x, y) as (X, Y, Z) is called the projective
coordinate system. In the projective coordinate system, addition formula and doubling formula can be computed without division. Hence, the projective coordinate system (or its
variants) is generally used in cryptographic implementations.
Algorithms 3 and 4 are addition and doubling formulas for
Weierstrass form in the projective coordinate system. In these
algorithms, Roman face means temporal variables.
Algorithm 3
(Addition for Weierstrass on projective coordinates)
Input: P = (X1 , Y1 , Z1 ), Q = (X2 , Y2 , Z2 ) ∈ E(Fp )
Output: P + Q = (X3 , Y3 , Z3 ) ∈ E(Fp )
1.
Y1Z2 ← Y1 · Z2
2.
X1Z2 ← X1 · Z2
3.
Z1Z2 ← Z1 · Z2
4.
u ← Y2 · Z1 − Y1Z2
5.
uu ← u2
6.
v ← X2 · Z1 − X1Z2
7.
vv ← v2
8.
vvv ← v · vv
9.
R ← vv · X1Z2
10. A ← uu · Z1Z2 − vvv − (R + R)
11. X3 ← v · A
12. Y3 ← u · (R − A) − vvv · Y1Z2
13. Z3 ← vvv · Z1Z2
Algorithm 4
(Doubling for Weierstrass on projective coordinates)
Input: P = (X1 , Y1 , Z1 ) ∈ E(Fp ), a of Eq.(4)
Output: 2P = (X3 , Y3 , Z3 ) ∈ E(Fp )
1.
XX ← X12
2.
ZZ ← Z12
3.
w ← a · ZZ + 3XX
4.
s ← 2(Y 1 · Z1)
5.
ss ← s2
6.
sss ← s · ss
7.
R←Y1·s
8.
RR ← R2
9.
B ← (X1 + R)2 − XX − RR
10. h ← w2 − 2B
11. X3 ← h · s
12. Y3 ← w · (B − h) − 2RR
13. Z3 ← sss

Table 2: The cost of Algorithms 3,4,5,6
Cost

Purpose

Algorithm 3

14M + 7add

Addition for Weierstrass

Algorithm 4

11M + Ma + 12add

Doubling for Weierstrass

Algorithm 5

6M + 6add

Addition for Montgomery

Algorithm 6

4M + MA′ + 4add

Doubling for Montgomery

Table 3: Cost of scalar multiplication of nP , where n is k-bit
Used curve Used algorithms
Weierstrass Algorithms 1,3,4
Montgomery Algorithms 2,5,6

Cost
18kM + kMa + 18k add
10kM + kMA′ + 10k add

to [4]. By the way, although omitted, reduction mod p is required at every step of Algorithms 3, 4, 5, and 6. For details
for them, refer to [2].
We will estimate the cost of theses algorithms in the number of modular multiplications because the cost of modular
addition/subtraction is much smaller than one of modular multiplication. Let M , Ma , MA′ , and add denote a modular multiplication in Fp , a modular multiplication in Fp with a constant a, a modular multiplication in Fp with a constant A′ , and
a modular addition/subtraction in Fp , respectively, where a is
of (4), and A′ = (A + 2)/4 for A of (5). Then, the cost of the
algorithms are given by Table 2. Note that MA′ is for A′ · C at
step 7 of Algorithm 6. Also, the cost of scalar multiplication
are given by Table 3. We see that the cost of a scalar multiplication on a Montgomery curve is less than one on Weierstrass
form.

2.5

Secure Elliptic Curve

The security of ECCs including digital signature depends
on the maximum prime factor l of the order L = #E(Fp ),
not the size of p√[13]. Attack time against ECCs is roughly
proportional to l and then the larger l is, the more secure
ECCs are. Therefore, we have to select elliptic curve E such
that
L = #E(Fp ) has a big prime factor
(11)
for ECCs. Also, it is desirable that
2p + 2 − L that is the order of the twist of E
has a big prime factor

according to [3]. Moreover, we have to select E such that
L ̸= p, p ± 1
according to [6], [14].

Let P = (X, Y, Z) be a point on a Montgomery curve in
the projective coordinate system. Then, X and Z coordinates
of nP can be computed from X and Z coordinates of P using Algorithm 2 (Montgomery ladder) [9]. In this case, Algorithms 5 and 6 are used. For details for these algorithms, refer

(12)

2.6

Curve25519

Curve25519 is a Montgomery curve
E25519 : y 2 = x3 + 486662x2 + x

(13)
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Algorithm 5
(Addition for Montgomery on XZ coordinates)
Input: Q1 −Q0 = (X1 , Z1 ), Q0 = (X2 , Z2 ), Q1 = (X3 , Z3 )
Output: Q0 + Q1 = (X4 , Z4 ) ∈ E(Fp )
1. A ← X2 + Z2
2. B ← X2 − Z2
3. C ← X3 + Z3
4. D ← X3 − Z3
5. DA ← D · A
6. CB ← C · B
7. X4 ← Z1 · (DA + CB)2
8. Z4 ← X1 · (DA − CB)2
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Signature generation
User A generates a signature of a message m ∈ {0, 1}∗ as
follows.
1. Computing m′ = H(m).
2. Choosing r ∈ [1, l − 1] at random, and compute
U=

rG
|{z}

= (ux , uy ),

scalar mul. on E(Fp )

u = ux mod l.
3. Using the secret key s to compute

Algorithm 6
(Doubling for Montgomery on XZ coordinates)
Input : R = (X1 , Z1 ), A′ = (A + 2)/4 for A in Eq.(7)
Output: 2R = (X4 , Z4 ) ∈ E(Fp )
1. A ← X1 + Z1
2. AA ← A2
3. B ← X1 − Z1
4. BB ← B2
5. C ← AA − BB
6. X4 ← AA · BB
7. Z4 ← C · (BB + A′ · C)

v = r−1 (m′ + su) mod l.
4. The pair (u, v) is the signature of m.
Signature veriﬁcation
A recipient of the message m with signature (u, v) veriﬁes
the signature as follows.
1. Computing m′ = H(m).
2. Computing d = v −1 mod l.
3. Computing U ′ =

scalar mul. on E(Fp )

with p = 2255 − 19 [1]. The order L = #E25519 (Fp ) is
l = 2252 + 27742317777372353535851937790883648493,

System parameter
A sufﬁciently large (e.g. 256-bit) prime p, an elliptic curve E
such that E(Fp ) meets the security requirements (11), (12),
and (13), and a base point G ∈ E(Fp ) of which the order is l are selected. Also a hash function H : {0, 1}∗ →
{0, 1, 2, ..., l − 1} is selected. (p, l, E, G, H) is the system
parameter.
Key generation
User A choose s ∈ [1, l−1] at random, and computes Y = sG
(scalar multiplication) in E(Fp ). Then, s and Y are A’s private key and public key, respectively.

(ud)Y
| {z }

.

scalar mul. on E(Fp )

5. If u = u′ then the signature is accepted, and if u ̸= u′
then it is rejected.
Thus, the dominant processes of ECDSA is scalar multiplications in E(Fp ) 5 . Signature generation of ECDSA takes one
scalar multiplication and signature veriﬁcation of ECDSA takes
two scalar multiplications. Therefore, we see that
in order to speed up processes of ECDSA,
it is important to speed up scalar multiplication.

3 ECDSA
ECDSA is a digital signature using an elliptic curve. ECDSA
consists of system parameter held by all users, key generation
for generating each user’s (private key, public key), signature
generation for generating a signature using a user A’s secret
key, and signature veriﬁcation for verifying the signature using A’s public key.

+

4. Computing u′ = (the x coordinate of U ′ ) mod l.

L = 22 · l,
where l is a 253-bit prime. Curve25519 meets the security
requirement in Sec.2.5.
Curve 25519 has been applied in many cryptographic libraries such as NaCl [10], and Curve 25519 was added to
Special Publication 800-186, which speciﬁes the approved elliptic curve used by the US federal government by NIST in
2017.

(m′ d)G
| {z }

As seen Table 3, using not Weierstrass form but Montgomery
curve reduces the number of modular multiplications required
for a scalar multiplication.

4

MODULAR REDUCTION

In order to speed up ECCs including ECDSA, it is important not only to reduce the number of modular multiplications
but also to reduce the cost of one modular multiplication. This
section introduces efﬁcient reduction methods.

4.1

Montgomery Reduction

The Montgomery reduction (Algorithm 7) [8] is a method
for efﬁciently calculating X mod N for general odd number
N and X given in Montgomery representation6 .
5 The dominant process of not only ECDSA but also all ECCs is scalar
multiplications.
6 For Montgomery representation, refer to [8] or [4].
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Algorithm 7 (Montgomery Reduction)
Input: odd number N of n bits, R = 2n ,
N ′ = (−N −1 ) mod R, natural number u < RN
Output: u mod N in Montgomery representation
1. t ← u
2. k ← tN ′ mod R
3. t ← t + kN
4. t ← t/R
5. if t ≥ N then t ← t − N
6. return t

4.2 Reduction modulo Pseudo Mersenne
Prime
When a prime p is written as
p = 2n − k, k < 2n/2 ,
it is called pseudo Mersenne prime. For pseudo Mersenne
prime p, reduction mod p can be computed at high speed using by Algorithm 8 [7]. Notice that u/2n in step 1 and v/2n
in step 3 are integer divisions and then they are performed by
shift operations.
Algorithm 8 (Reduction mod pseudo Mersenne prime)
Input: prime p = 2n − k (k < 2n/2 ),
integer 0 ≤ u ≤ (p − 1)2
Output: u mod p
1. u0 ← u mod 2n , u1 ← u/2n
2. v ← u1 · k + u0
3. v0 ← v mod 2n , v1 ← v/2n
4. w ← v1 · k + v0
5. if w ≥ p then w ← w − p
6. return w

5 CONTRIBUTIONS
5.1 Program to Search Elliptic Curve Suitable
for ECDSA
The purpose of this paper is to make a program to search
for elliptic curves that is secure and suitable for high-speed
implementation of ECDSA (especially by hardware implementation), and to give examples of such an elliptic curves.
Speciﬁcally, we will search curves that meet the following requirements.
Elliptic Curve Requirements to Search
1. According to Table 3, scalar multiplication in Montgomery curve takes fewer modular multiplications than
scalar multiplication in Weierstrass form. Hence, Montgomery curve is selected.
2. According to Table 3 again, scalar multiplication in Montgomery curve with A′ = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, that is, the coefﬁcient A = 2, 6, 10, 14, 18, requires fewer modular

multiplications than other As 7 . Therefore, we take
A = 2, 6, 10, 14, 18.
3. Prime p is typical 256-bit. Moreover, p is a pseudo
Mersenne prime p = 2n − k because of efﬁcient reduction mod p. For convenience of execution time, set
the range of k to k ≤ 220 .
4. To meet the security requirement (11), the order L =
#E(Fp ) is as L = 4l, 8l, 16l, where l is a prime. Notice there is a point P ∈ E(Fp ) whose order is l.
5. To meet the security requirement (12), L′ = 2p + 2 − L
is as L′ = 4l′ , 8l′ , 16l′ , where l′ is a prime.
6. To meet the security requirement (13), curves such as
L = p, p ± 1 is removed.
7. L is written as L = 2n − k ′ , k ′ < 2n/2 . Then, a reduction mod l is computed by the algorithm proposed in
Sec.5.2, which is as efﬁcient as reduction mod a pseudo
Mersenne prime.
Note Curve25519 also meets the requirements 1, 4, 5, and
7, and Curve25519 adopts not 256-bit prime but 254-bit for a
prime ﬁeld. Curce25519 does not consider the requirements
2 and 7. Also refer to Sec.5.3.
The authors made a program as Fig. 2 in PARI/GP to
search elliptic curves meeting the requirements. The program
is straightforward and then it may be easy for some readers
to make a similar program. But, giving the program makes
all readers (especially PARI/GP users) generate good curves.
Notice that the program output only a prime p, a coefﬁcient
A of Montgomery curve, the order L of E(Fp ), and the order
l of a base point. At the moment, it is necessary to manually
ﬁnd another coefﬁcient B of Montgomery curve, generate a
base point whose order is l, and check L ̸= p, p − 1.
This program is brieﬂy explained. The line
e=ellinit([0,A,0,1,0]);
sets (Montgomery) elliptic curve E : y 2 = x3 + Ax2 + x to
e. The function ellap(e,p) outputs the trace of E(Fp ).
Thus, Num1 is the order of E(Fp ), and Num2 is the order of
the twist of E(Fp ). isprime is a prime decision function.
write is an output function to text.
By this program, the following elliptic curves are found.
1. p = 2256 − 58097,
ES1 : 638y 2 = x3 + 10x2 + x,
base point P = (11, 2),
L = 2256 − k ′ , where k ′ is 125-bit integer
k ′ = 25181363380428710453079967399017869328,
l = L/16, which is 252-bit prime.
7 Selecting an elliptic curve with appropriate coefﬁcients to reduce high
cost multiplication into low cost addition is one of fast implementation techniques of ECCs [4, Sec. 13.2.1c]. For Montgomery curve, if A′ = 1 then
the multiplication A′ · C at step 7 of Algorithm 4 is free. If A′ = 2 then the
multiplication is performed by an addition C + C. As well, if A′ = 3 or 4
then the multiplication is performed by two additions.
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\\Checking pseudo Mersenne prime
check_mer(p)={
local(n,c,k);
n=0;
c=0;
while(c==0,
n++;
if(2ˆ(n-1)<=p && p<2ˆn,c=1);
);
if(2ˆn-p < sqrt(2ˆn),
k=floor(log(2ˆn-p)/log(2)+1);
return([n,k]),
return(0));
}
\\Main program
{
count=0;
for(a=0,4,
A=4*a+2;
e=ellinit([0,A,0,1,0]);
for(k=1,2ˆ20,
print([a,k,count]);
p=2ˆ256-k;
if(isprime(p)==1,
t=ellap(e,p);
num1=p+1-t;
num2=p+1+t;
Num1=num1;
Num2=num2;
check1=0;
check2=0;
if(num1%2==0,num1=num1/2;check1=1);
if(num1%2==0,num1=num1/2;check1=2);
if(num1%2==0,num1=num1/2;check1=3);
if(num1%2==0,num1=num1/2;check1=4);
if(num2%2==0,num2=num2/2;check2=1);
if(num2%2==0,num2=num2/2;check2=2);
if(num2%2==0,num2=num2/2;check2=3);
if(num2%2==0,num2=num2/2;check2=4);
isprime_num1=isprime(num1);
isprime_num2=isprime(num2);
if(t!=0 && isprime_num1==1
&& isprime_num2==1
&& (check_mer(Num1)!=0
|| check_mer(Num2)!=0),
if(check_mer(Num1)!=0,
count++;
write("ijis.txt",k","A","Num1",
"num1);
);
if(check_mer(Num2)!=0,
count++;
print("A="A);
write("ijis.txt",k","A","Num2",
"num2);
);
);
);
);
);
}

Figure 2: Proposed program to ﬁnd elliptic curves suitable for
ECDSA
2. p = 2256 − 507225,
ES2 : 82y 2 = x3 + 18x2 + x,
base point P = (2, 1),
L = 2256 − k ′ , where k ′ is 127-bit integer
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k ′ = 134184981501621384111934924743103436264,
l = L/8, which is 253-bit prime.
3. p = 2256 − 979077,
ES3 : 3805y 2 = x3 + 18x2 + x,
base point P = (20, 2),
L = 2256 − k ′ , where k ′ is 126-bit integer
k ′ = 67240641251824776802983670794157366424,
l = L/8, which is 253-bit prime.
For the convenience of time, the authors set the search range
to k < 220 , however, if the search range is expanded, more
appropriate elliptic curve may be found.

5.2

Proposed Modular Reduction

This section proposes an algorithm (Algorithm 9) 8 similar
to Algorithm 8 for computing a reduction mod l for a prime
l such that L = 2m l is written as L = 2n − k, k < 2n/2 .
Notice v, v0 and k are multiples of 2m . Thus, w is also a
multiple of 2m . As well,
x is a multiple of 2m .

(14)

From step 2 to 7 is same as Algorithm 8 and then we see
x = 2m u mod 2m l.

(15)

By (14) and (15), we see x/2m = u mod l.
Note that v/2n in step 2, w/2n in step 4, and x/2n in step
7 are integer divisions and then they are performed by shift
operations, and 2m u in step 1 is also performed by a shift
operation.
Proposed Algorithm 9
Input : integer l such that 2m l = 2n − k (k < 2n/2 ),
integer 0 ≤ u ≤ (l − 1)2
Output : u mod l
1. v ← 2m u
2. v0 ← v mod 2n , v1 ← v/2n
3. w ← v1 · k + v0
4. w0 ← w mod 2n , w1 ← w/2n
5. x ← w1 · k + w0
6. if x ≥ 2m l then x ← x − 2m l
7. y ← x/2m
8. return y

5.3

Searched Elliptic Curves v.s. Curve25519

Elliptic curves searched in this paper and Curve 25519 meet
the security requirement in Sec.2.5. Both of them adopt pseudo
Mersenne prime and then reductions mod p for them are efﬁciently computed. However, computation of reduction mod
p may be more efﬁcient for Curve 25519 on CPU with small
words because k of p = 2n − k is smaller,
8 Although the authors do not know whether Algorithm 9 is already
known, it may be already known because Algorithm 9 is almost same as
Algorithm 8.
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The coefﬁcient of searched elliptic curves are A = 10, 18
(A′ = 3, 5), on the other hand, one of Curve 25519 is A =
486662 (A′ = 121666). Notice that when A′ = 2, a product
with A′ is reduced to an addition. Hence, the cost of a scalar
multiplication with Curve25519 is 10kM +kMA′ +10k add,
and one with the searched curve is 10kM + 11k add by Table
3. In general add is smaller than MA′ .
A reduction mod l can be computed with Algorithm 9 for
searched curves, on the other hand, it cannot be for Curve25519.
Therefore, ECDSA adopting searched curves is expected to
be faster and implemented more efﬁciently (when it is implemented hardware or CPU with small words) compared with
the ECDSA adopting Curve25519.
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/186/3/archive/ 2009-06-25/documents/fips_186-3.pdf.
[12] PARI/GP, https://pari.math.u-bordeaux. fr.
[13] S. Pohlig and M. Hellman, “An improved algorithm for
computing logarithms over GF (p) and its
cryptographic signiﬁcance,”IEEE Transactions on
Information Theory, Vol. 24, No. 1, pp. 106–110 (1978).
[14] H.-G. Rück, “On the discrete logarithm in the divisor
class group of curves,” Matheematics of Computation,
Vol. 68, No. 226, pp. 805–806 (1999).
[15] J. H. Silverman, The arithmetic of elliptic curves,
Springer-Verlag New York (1985).
[16] J. Tate and J. H. Silverman, Rational points on elliptic
curves. Springer-Verlag (1992).

6 CONCLUSION
This paper searched three elliptic curves suitable for ECDSA.
In these curves, not only the reduction mod p but also the reduction mod l can be computed at high speed, where p is of
Fp and l is the order of a base point. and doubling is faster
because of a coefﬁcient of curves A = 10 or 18. ECDSA
adopting the searched curves has the same security as ECDSA
adopting Curve 25519, and it can process faster.
The authors would like to evaluate implementation results
as future work. Also, they would like to extend the search
range of the suggested program in Fig. 2 and to execute it.
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